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Introduction

NOTES

INTRODUCTION

This book, 'Communication Research',provides know-how about the means
to gather research evidence, build up arguments pertaining to research and gives
rise to criticalthoughts about thern Thsbook is valuable for those who have little
or no research background. It also discusses and elaborates on fundamental
research issues and provides building blocks for enhanced study. It offers the
reader withboth, comfort and knowledge. The contents ofthis book are designed
to provide learning on how to begin and progress with researches. This is done by
making reasoned cases and offering research conclusions.

Communication Research aligns methods which give an overview of the
concepts, methods and tools by which communication research is designed,
conducted, interpreted and critically evaluated. This book contains a detailed
discussion offundamental research issues and it also provides building blocks for
further study, blended with both clarityand knowledge.

Each unit begins with an Introduction to the main topic, followed by an
outline ofUnit Objectives. The topic is then explained in detail, in a way that is
easyto understand. The units comprise of 'CheckYour Progress'questions to
test the understanding ofthe reader. Each unit has a Summary, a glossary ofKey
Terms, Answers to 'CheckYour Progress'and Questions and Exercises. At the
end of each unit, Further Reading lists the names of other books and websites
which are related to the topic.
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NOTES

Structure

1.0 Introduction
1.1 Unit Objectives
1.2 Mass Communication Research

1.3 Research-Meaning and Scientific Definition
1.4 Research Methods
1.5 Characteristics of Communication Research

1.6 Steps in Identification of Research

1.7 Summary
1.8 Key Terms
1.9 Answers to 'Check Your Progress'

1.10 Questions and Exercises

1.11 Further Reading

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This unit provides a basic undostanding ofrnass comffunication research. Resemch

is the interpretationofa topic bymeans ofthorough studyand analysis. Scientific

research of a topic or an entityhelps us to understand the same in a better way and

from a scientific point of view. It is a combination of many observations and

experiments. This unit offers an introduction to key research methods and mass

media communication processes. We see how various steps are involved in

identification and formulation ofresearch problem in commturication research.

1.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to :

o Descnbe mass communication research

o Explain the meaning and scientific definition ofresearch

o List the various methods ofresearch

o Define the characteristic ofcommunication research

o List the various steps involved in the identification ofresearch

Self-InstructionalMqterial 3
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1.2 MASS COMMUNICATION RESEARCH

Mass communication can be defined as the process ofbroadcasting and transferring
information to a large group or section ofpeople. Since the message has to be
broadcasted to a large section ofpeople at the same time, i.e., a town, cityor a
country therefore it requires some formofmedia. In fact, media is onlymeans of
relayirig information to the entire, targeted, desired or intended mass at the same
time' one ofthe characteristic of communication research everywhere (whether
good or bad) is that it tends to respond to circumstances and events ofthe .real
world'. As a result, this is the central feature ofthe mediawhich is continuously
into reporting back to the society about the reality and happenings around us.
Another reason for this is that the news media frequentlyb.*rn , implicated in
events that they report. Communication research is an indication ofthe power that
the media exercises over their audiences. Some media have identified film stars as
manifestations of 'pseudo-individuality'. This is maintained through shallow
variations ofphysical appearance, which seek to mask the inherent standardization
of life and conformity in industrial societies (Horkheimer andAdorn o 1972).

In brief mass communication can be defined as the process ofproducing a
large number ofmessages to be sent to a large number oipeople. The Internet,
television and magazines and newspapers are all the means ofcornnnunication that
are used to transmit messages to large groups or mass ofpeople.

I In earlier days, when a message was required to be broadcasted to the
entire population. a messenger was sent throughout the kingdom. The ancient
means ofcommwricating for sending information or nrcssages io a large section of
the population were bugles, fire towers, smoke or drums. These were used to
send information to people stayurg in areas spread across vast geographies. In the
more recent times (after invention ofthe printing press), inrormation was published
in books or newspapers. These practices were also carried out to communicate
information to the masses. Nowadays, there are three main avenues of mass
communication, i.e., publishing, broadcasting and digital communication.

It is very important to research or invent highly efficient means of
communication which are used by a large number oipeople. Basically, such
researches are conducted through surveys. The data which is collected by means
ofa suveycanbe analyzedbyresearchers interms ofquantityandquality, before
using or publishing the results. Research also affects markeiing and advertising
people fromMadisonAvenue. In modern times, as social mediJhas emerged foi
use in mass comrnunications and as away of collecting research data, many
methodologies are available at different rates formarr ro.*.ori.ationresearch.

Mas s c ommunication research provides the ability to understand various
aspects of research and different theories, in every sector of the field of
communication. It also plays the role ofan internationalforumwhich focuses on
the people who are academically or professionally inclined towards the current



research in commrurication and its related fields. Mass communication has a structure
that comprises ofmany levels. This is because this field consists of bureaucratic
businesses and groups that are into the business ofproduction ofdiverse messages
for many conzumers. This mass production ofmessages affects independent families
as well as social systems. The structure ofthe process ofmass communication
attracts attention at various levels. There is complete absence of cross level
integration in rnass cornrnunication research. Researchers from varying intellectual
backgrounds endup working at oneparticular level. The theories and methodologies
used bythem are most common at that level and rarely cross their level ofexistence.
This is due to the existence and emergence ofreal-life limitations. These limitations
prevent theirtheoriesand experiments frommoving eitherver.ticallyorhorizontaliy,
away from their present levef to consider both production and consumption. The
basis ofthe development ofthis field is the existence ofa wider visionto take mass
communication into account, as a pro cess fr om pro duction to consumption and
also vertical multilevel perspectives which interconnect different theoretical maps.
Methodological pluralism comprises ofthe combination ofhard and sui, ;::.ia.
This data comes from different sources and is required for prospects at various
levels ofmass cofllmunication research. One ofits requirements also focuses on
identiffing and defining the units ofanalysis at various levels. The key challenge
here is the application of available research options for creating r"* ."r.urJh 

]

strategies. The studyofmultilevelresearch strategies andmethodologicaltools
always serve as an inportant zupport to be applied to mass communication research
(Price, 1988).

Why mass communication research?

The following reasons support the advent and success ofmass communication
research:

o The studyandtheories which are applied in all areas of comrnunication,
provide a detailed overview o f the fierd of mas s communication.

o Rigorous and empirical analysis results in a research which is dependable
and ofsuperior quality, with very scarce possibility oferrors.

o Experienced and knowledgeable editorial assistance indicates a wide range
ofinterests which may be within or external to the conventional boundary of
communication discipline. This provides an insight into the proceedings and
the expected results.

o The consideration of more than one discipline provides clarity of the
communication processes and their result.

o Guest-edited, special issuesbring about in-depth examinationofa specific
area ofimportance and its relevance.

Since mass communication is a complicated field, hence it requires in_depth
research to achieve more information on its characteristics and existence in ihe
society.

Introduction to A.[ass
Commtm ication Res e a rch

NOTES
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lntroduction to Mass

communication Research 1.3 RESEARCH 
- 

MEANING AND SCIENTIFIC
DEFINITION

Researchis anorganizedmethod ofgathering, processingand studying information

for better understanding oftopic ofstudy, or the subject ofresearch. The very
importantthing about it isthat itcontributesto theunderstandingofthephenomenon

and communicates that understanding to others. It enables one to move further to

find out what development is going on in this field and whether or not it needs

fi.rther study or research.

The definition ofresearch in a broader perspective includes the collection
of data, information and facts for the advancement ofknowledge, after further
analysis and interpretation. Watching news on TV, surfing the Internet or reading

any type ofresearch book is also a kind ofresearch. The world of science prefers

to use the word 'review' instead ofresearch to describe the process of learning,

which is one ofthe major principles of defining a scientific research.

Scientific definition

Research is a process of performing a methodical study to find an answer to a

specific question. The prime goal of any experimental process is to find a definite

answer. The conduction ofresearch process must be structured and should follow
a strict and standard protocol (a set ofrules). These rules are more orless similar,

but may vary slightly across different fields of science, based on issue and subjects.

A research should be planned well, such that it must include various reviews

of articles. The Internet maybe checked for literature ofpast researches that are

available in the market. This helps in evaluating the kind ofquestions that need to
be answered. Anyresearcll whetherit is scientific, economic, historicalorrelating
to mass media research requires some kind ofinterpretation and an opinion from
different researchers who are involved in it.

1.4 RESEARCH METHODS

A research always begins with planning. The effectiveness and efficiency of a

research increases with the focus and clarity on it. The more focused a researcher

is, the lesser wiil be the time taken to complete the research. This will ultimately
lower the overall cost of the research. This process broadly includes planning,

selecting the method ofresearch, focus group, data collection and finally arr,lyztng,

interpreting and reporting results.

Planning

Research plans are formulated on information which maybe required, depending

on the availability of resources. Some times an organization wants to know
everything about its products, services, programs, etc. The planning ofa research



is based onthe ffirmation that is required to be gathered to make major decisions

about a product, service, program, etc. Those who have very little or limited

resources and are planning to start a research, can take help from different methods

and combine a unique blend ofdetails and information. They can understand more

about certain areas of their products, services and programs (Lemert, 198 I ).

Further planning needs to be considered to design a research approach.

While designing a research plan, the researcher should address the following
questions:

o Who are the target population to benefit fromthe research information?

o What is the purpose ofthe research?

o What decisions are anticipated from the result ofthe research?

o What sources shouldbe used to collect information (enployees, customers,

groups ofemployees or customers, certain documentation, etc.)?

. What isthe deadline for collecting information (gives a limited time to collect

itx
o What resources inhand canbe used for gathering information?

. Which are the most reasonable devices that can be used for collecting data

(e.g., interviews, questionnaires, observing staffand/or clients in the progarn,

examining documentation, dividing the workforce and customers into focus

grouPs, etc.)?

Selecting the research method

Selecting the research method is a very tough task that needs minute observation

and clear cut decision-making. Ifthe selected method is not appropriate then the

desired result would not be achieved. Selection ofthe most fundamental techniques

for business research implies the strategy ofextracting vital information required

by the main decision-makers, in an economic and lucrative way (Muno z, 2003).

Before finalizing the research method the following questions must be considered:

. What kind ofinformation is needed for making current decisions?

o What is the amount of information that can be collected and analyzed

practically and co st-effectively?

o What will be the level ofaccuracyofthe information?

o Will the employed methods be zuccessful in getting all the information that is

needed?

o In case added information is required, what additional methods may and

must be used?

o Will decision makers accept the credibility of the information?

o Will the target audience agree with the methods that are used (e . g . , will they

exercise care in filling out questionnaires, participate in interviervs or focus

groups, etc.)?

Introduction to Moss

Comtnuni cation Rese arch

NOTES
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o Is training required to administer the methods? Who is the right person to
administerthe method?

o How is the analysis of information to be done?

A researcher uses a combination of methods in his research, for example, a
questionnaire isusedto collect rnaximuminforrnationfromalargenumberofpeople,
quickly. The respondents are then interviewed to get more in-depth information.
Further, case studies can also be used for more in-depth analysis ofnotable and
udque cases. Usually, four levels ofinformation are gathered, bymeans ofreactions
and feelings, learning, changes in skills and effectiveness. So the usefulness ofthe
results ofthe research depends onhow far the results are effective.

Focus group

Focus groups are very efficient means for evaluating new services or testing new
ideas. Essentially, focus groups are collective and simultaneous interviews of 10 to
20 people of one common group. They can be veryuseful. One can get ample
amount ofinformation during a focrs group session The planning brroadty depends

on the focus group which decides the results and the intention ofthe research.
Focus groups comprise of 6 to l0 members who have certain similarities, e.g.,
parallel age group, status in a program, participative and reflective members, etc.
People who do not know each other are given the preference to be members,
otherwise the outcome ofthe result will not be as desired.

Data collection

Data collection is a combined process ofgathering and preparing the data for use.

Recording is the main purpose ofcollecting data. The recorded data is used for
decision-rnaking that pertains to vital issues. This data can also be used as ffirmation
that can be passed on to others. Primarily, data collection is carried out with the
purpose ofproviding informationpertainingto aparticulartopic. Theprocess of
data collection needs proper planning that includes activities like, agreement of
goals, targetdata, definitions, methods, etc. Precollection is the most critical step
in the activity of data collection. Once precollection is done, data can be collected
from the field by interviewing or other methods. This activity can be carried out in
an organized, planned and methodical way. It is usually collected by two means,
namely, personal interviews and mail questionnaires.

o Census

Census is the activity ofcollecting the data whichpertains to everyperson or thing
that forms part ofa particular group or section ofthe population. The advantages
of a census are that it is very accurate and detailed. Its disadvantages are that it is
expensive and time-consuming.

o Sample survey

A sarrple survey focuses on a core section ofthe target population. Its advantages
are that it is cost-effective and consumes less time. On the other hand, its

8 Self-lnstructional Mqterial



disadvantages are that it is not accurate and lacks details. Sometirnes, surveys are
biased. This results in increased chances oferror due to manipulated data.

Research method ftrally concludes with arutyzng,interpreting anc reporting
results for which various statistical tools like SPSS (a computer program which is
used for statistical analysis) are used. A data file is used to enter the data which is
collected. When data on the questionnaires is converted into a fomat that can be
read by a computer, the process is known as data entry.

Variable values which are in the form of open answers, should be identified
and categorized. This operation is known as coding. The data thus achieved,
needs to be edited for its identification and correcting the errors. The errors can
be checked byusing appropriate measures, for instance, repetitive checking of
the source of information. Any changes that appear after these checks should be
updated. The processing fimction corrprises of data entry, coding, editing, checkin_e
and update/correction. Together, all these functions are defined as the data
preparation step of the survey process.

Crmcx Youn Pnocnnss

1. Definemasscommunication.

2. which is the onlymeans ofrelaying information to a rarge population, at
the same time?

3. How was a message communicated in early days?

1.5 CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMUNICATION
RESEARCH

The basic characteristic ofa communication research is that it follows a structured
procedure. It is employed because of its systematic nature. A communication
research follows certainpreestablished rules and regulations, from its inception
stage to its final stage. Some of its other characteristics are as follows:

Research is logical: without doctoring or structuring ideas logically, a
scientific research cannot progress in any investigation.

Research is reductive: As a rule, being reductive refers to reducing a
researcher's responsibility. This means that the findings of one researcher are
transferred to other researchers to prevent them from repeating the same research.

Research is replicable: In situations, where other researchers are interested
in previously investigated questions, they may want to confirm the findings of a
previous research in new environment, with a new group of subjects, or at a
different point in time.

Jntrotluc,tioi," to Ma,ss
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Research is generative: This is the key fea{ure of a research, because

answering one question leads to the emergence offluuly new questions which call

for further investigation and findings. In other words, it can be said that the

characteristic ofa research are constant. On a broader perq)ective, research can

be characterized such that:

o The aim is the conclusion

o The procedures are public

o The inferences are not certain

o The substance is the strategy

Understanding the characteristics ofresearchhelp one to design one's own
study better. It also helps in reading, evaluating and carrying out research

systematically. These characteristics are:

o Arealistic concentration

o The educator-cum-researcher's sellperformance

o Teamwork

o Continuous development

o Aplanofaction
. Keeping the researchand its findings accessible

A few ofthe common mistakes which may be usually committed at the time

ofcarrying out anyresearch are:

o The hlpothesis is mistaken for an explanation (which fails to perform an

experimental test)

. Ignoring or ruling out data that does not support the hypothesis

o Failure to estimate all errors quantitatively

f 0 Self-lnstmctionol Mateial

1.6 STBPS IN IDENTIFICATION OF RESEARCH

To carry out a good research, a researcher must be specific about the topic. He

must knowwhatistobe saidandit mustbe saideffectively.Atthetime ofselecting

a topic, a subject which is most interesting for the researcher should be chosen.

The researcher should also be ableto collect ample ffirmationabout the subject

ofresearch. In case, the content ofthe subject to be researched is extensive, it will
be difficult to complete the research. The following points also need to be

considered before conducting a research:

o Identificationofthe problem

o Formulation of research problem and objectives

o Development ofa theoretical framework

. Designing ofa research methodology

o Collection, analysis and interpretation of data



Presentation of conclusion and recommendation

Planning a course ofaction

Apart from this, information needs to be rocated from a variety of
reference sources. These sources include encyclopedias, almanacs, scholarly
journals, books, magazines and newspapers. These sources should be secured in
a printed forrq on CD-ROMs and on the Internet. This is helpful in getting related
information about the research which is being carried out.

An outline for the paper needs to be prepared by organarngnotes from
note cards into topics, subtopics, details and subdetails. Atypical and organized
format forthe same is as follows:

(r) (topic)

a. (subtopic)

b. (detail)

c. (sub detail)

A researcher must prepare note cards and outline to write a rough draft of
his research. As a draft is written, numbered footnotes may be used to credit
sources fromwhich quotations or major ideas have been taken. Any changes that
are needed to be ensure that the ideas are clearly expressed and the written matter
has accurate spellingandgrammarmaybe incorporated. At the endofthe research,
it is irnportant to maintain a record ofthe means used to collect information for the
research. This helps in preventing last minutes tension and errors. This information
may be provided by bibliography cards. As a research approaches its final stage,
the researcher mayrequire ample references for informationabout various topics,
to locate frcts and answerquestions.

Formulation of research problems

Research topic: Discussion and study on the formulation ofresearch problems
begins with the source ofresearch topics. The researchers come up with ideas of
a research project when they experience practical problems in the field. There is
direct involvement ofresearchers inthe irnplementation ofhealt[ socialand human
service programmes. Because oftheir involvement, they get several ideas which
are based on what they observe around them. other people who work with (or
survey) the researchers also come up with various inputs, thoughmost ofthese
may seemmeaningless to anyone who is not part ofthe research.

The literature review: Literature is also a good source ofresearch ideas
in the specific area. Researchers also get inputs from reading literature or trying to
extend or refine a previous research. Rrps (request for pfoposals) act as a good
source ofresearchideas. These RFPs are circulatedbygovemment organizations
and other companies. The agencymaywant a research on some ofthe problems
which are described in these RFPs.

a

o
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Review ofliterature is a very critical initial step ofany research project. This

review also shows that whatever idea a researcher has selected, has already been

thought of, at least to some extent.

Following are a few ofthe tips to conduct a literature review:

o All attenrpts should focus onthe scientific literature. To start aresearclq the

most reliable researchjournals should be targeted. It is important to promote

research journals that use ablind review systern

. The review needs to be done early in the research process. A literature

review provides a significant amount ofleaming to the researcher. This hehs

him inrnaking tradeoft that mayarise later.

A researcher may come across a study which is similar to the one he is

planning to do. The review of literature of other research studies can also be

ieferred, to have a quick and easy start. Several inportant constructs need to be

included in a research study. Previous research work helps to ensure that a

researcher has inchrded all major and relevant constucts in his study. After reviewing

the literature, he may observe that many studies constantly look for an outcome,

which has not been included in his study. Without that construct the study might

not be consideredrelevant or credible.

A review of literature of similar studies also gives an idea about what

measurement instruments maybe appropriate for the present study. Finally, the

review of literature also helps one to learn from the experiences of others, to

anticipate commonproblems and avoid shortcomings ifany.

Feasibility of study: One major question that may arise in the researcher's

mind is about the feasibility ofthe study. Afew major decisions are made between

rigor and practicality. When a study is carried out scientifically, a researcher is

foicedto takedecisions andperformactivities, whichhe maynotnormallyopt for.

The inplementation ofthe program needs to be controlled more carefully. Ifunlimitd

resources are available and there is unbridled control over circumstances, a

researcher woutdbe able to conduct the best qualityresearch. However, since it

is difficult for the circumstances to be ideal, so almost everytime researchers are

more likely to opt for profitable exchanges where they frrd to get the desired rigor.

Whenit is checkedwhetheraresearchproject is feasible ornot, the following

practical considerations should always be considered:

o Completiontime ofthe research

o Ethicalconstraints,ifany
o The cooperationthat is required completion ofthe project

o Cost ofconducting the research

Ifthe researcher fails to consider any ofthese factors, it will lead to disaster

later.



4.

5.

6.

CrmcxYoun Pnocnrss

What is the basic characteristic of a communication research?

What is important for a researcher, to carry out a good research?

Name some sources of reference that are used in a research.

Introduction lo Mass
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1.7 SUMMARY

o Mass communication is the process where messages ale transmitted from a

sender to alargenumhr ofrecipients, throughvarious types ofmedia, for

instance, newspapers, television, magazines, etc. The mediumwhich is

chosen for mass communication has the ability to reach a huge audience.

o Manymethods ofresearch and approaches are used for the study ofmedia

and the process of mass communication.

o Research is an organized method to investigate and establish the facts about

a particulartopic or subject.

o Anyprocess that includes the collection of data, information and facts for

the enhancement ofknowledge is scientifically known as a research.

This unit has provided an organized introduction to the main methods of
research, which are used in the study ofmass communication and media.

Mass communication research is the study of the means of transfer of
information, ttroughmediq to a large group or section ofthe population

1.8 KEY TERMS

o Scientific reseanch: Aresearch which is based on scientific investigation

andtheories

o Broadcasting: Theprocess oftransmitting inforrnationto audiences through

a blend of audio and video signals

o Media : The key means of transferring information and entertainment to a

large numberofpeople

o Protocol: A system of fixed rules and formal behaviour used at official

meetings

o Cost-effective: Amost economic outcome or product for the users/end

consumers

o Census: The process ofofficially counting something, eqpecialty a countqr's

population and recording various facts

Sell-lnstructionul ltaterial 13
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o Survey: An investigation ofthe opinions, behaviour, etc., ofa particular

goupofpeople

o Collaboration: The act ofworking with another person or group ofpeople

to create or produce something '

o Bibliography: A list ofbooks or articles about a particular subject or by a

particular author

14 Sef-lnstrucrional Material

1.9 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1. Mass communication can be defined as the process ofbroadcasting and

transferring ffirmationto a large group or section ofpeople.

2. Media is only means of relaying information to a large population at the

sametime.

3. In earlier days, when a king was required to broadcast a message, a

messenger was sent throughout the kingdom

4. The basic characteristic ofa communication research is that it follows a
structured procedure.

5. To carry out a good researc[ it is important for a researcher to focus his

facts specific to the topic.

6. Some sources ofreference that are used in a research irrclude arcyclopedias,

almanacs, scholarly journals, books, magazines and newspapers.

1.10 QUESTTONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. What is scientific research?

2. Definemedia.

3. What is one main characteristic ofcommunicationresearch?

4. List a few common mistakes that mayh committed at the time ofcarrying
out a research.

5. What points need to be considered before carrying out a research?

Long-Answer Questions

I . Explain the concept ofmass communication research.

2. Discuss the meaning and scientific definitionofresearch.

3. Analyse the parameters for selecting a method ofresearch.

4. Write a note on the characteristics of communication research.

5. How are the steps within a research identified?
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UNIT 2 BASIC ELEMENTS OF
RESEARCH

Strucfurc

2.0 Introduction
2.1 Unit Objectives
2.2 Basic Elements of Research

2.3 Concept and Definition of Research
2.4 Variables
2.5 Hypothesis and Causations

2.5.1 Hypothesis
2.5.2 Hypothesis Testing
2.5.3 Types of Hlpothesis
2.5.4 Characteristics of a Good Hypothesis
2.5.5 Causation

2.6 Survey Research
2.7 ContentAnalysis and Historical Method
2.8 Measurernents - Meaning, Levels and Types

2.9 Summary
2.10 Key Terms
2.11 Answers to 'Check Your Progress'
2.12 Questions and Exercises
2.13 Further Reading

2.0 INTRODUCTION

Every research should have the following basic elements:

o It shouldbe sptematic

o It shouldbe logical

o It shouldbe transferable

o It shouldbe replicable

o It shouldbe generative

This unit discusses about basic elements ofresearc[ concept and definition

of researc[ variables, hlpothesis, measwement and levels ofmeasurement.

2.I UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to :

o Explain the basic elements ofresearch

o Explainthe concept and definition ofresearch

Self-Instructianal Material 11
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Define variables, hypothesis and causation

List the characteristics of a good hllpothesis

Discuss survey research and content analysis

Enumerate the levels andtypes ofmeasurements

l8 Self-lnstructional Material

2.2 BASIC ELEMENTS OF RESEARCH

The methodological process ofcollecting, processing and anallzing ffirmation to
increase our understanding ofthe phenomenon under study is called research. The
most important thing about research is to contribute to the understanding ofthe
event or phenomenon and to communicate that understanding to others. It enables
us to move further in knowing the development that is going around in this field and
the need for further research or study. Towards a larger perspective, the activities
ofresearch include gathering of data, facts and ffirmation for the advancement of
knowledge. After further analysis and interpretation, the researchprocess has
been divided into four major categories:

(i) Specffication, measurement and manipulation oftheoretical variables
(ir) Selection ofa research design

(rr| Analysis ofdata obtained fromstudy
(iv) Interpretation and robustness ofthe findings

Research is the process of defining the interrelationships of conceptual,
methodological and substantive fields. Conceptual field refers to the concepts and
ideas in abstract fornr, methodologicalknowledge refers to the designs, strategies,
measwing devices, and analytic techniques used to study a phenornenon or theory
and the substantive domain refers to the events/processes studied.

2.3 CONCEPT AND DEFINITION OF RESEARCH

Research is a combination ofthe words, 're' and 'search'. This implies searching
again and againto thoroughlyunderstand the issue and find an apt or effective
solution or a strategy to deal with the issue. Such a solution or strategy adds to the
understanding ofthe subject. In commonparlance, researchrefers to a search for
knowledge. In simple words, research is an endeavour to discover answers to
problems (intellectual orpractical) through the application of scientific methods.
The Webster's international dictionary gives a very inclusive definition ofresearch
as a 'careful, critical inquiry or examination in seeking facts or principles, diligent
investigation in order to ascertain something'. Research is essentially a systematic
enquiry that seeks facts through objective and verifiable methods in order to
discover the relationship among them and to deduce from thern, broad principles
or laws. Research is really a method of critical thinking. It conrprises defining and
redefining problems, formulating hypothesis or suggested solutions, collecting,
organizing and evaluating data, making deductions andreaching conctusions to



determine whether they fit the formulated hypothesis. Thus, the term research

refers to a critical, careful and exhamtive investigation or enquiry or experimentation

or examination. It is aimed at the revision ofaccepted conclusions, in the light of
newly discovered facts. Francis G. Cornel defines research as, 'the activity of
collecting information in an orderly and systematic fashion'. John Best defines
research as, 'the systematic and objective analysis and recording ofcontrolled
observations that maylead to the development ofgeneralizations, principles, or
theories, resulting in prediction and possibly ultimate control of event'.

2.4 VARIABLES

A variable is usually anything that is changeable. For example, it can be a
chmacteristic or a value. Generally, variables are used in psychological experinrents.

This is done to determine ifchanges to one thing result in changes to another.

Independent variable

In apsychological experiment, the variable that is controlled and manipulated by
the experimenter is known as an independent variable. For instance, in case a

research is conducted to see how lack of sleep affects test performance, the

deprived sleep will act as an independent variable.

Dependent variable

A variable that changes according to the independent variable is known as a

dependent variable. In some cases, dependent variables would be the scores

measured onthe test performance.

Extraneous and confounding variables

Apart from independent and dependent variables there is another category of
variables. This third category ofvariables also exists in many experiments and is

known as extraneous variables. These type ofvariables may have an impact on
the relationship between independent and dependent variables. When we discuss

about aresearchonhow the scarcityofsleep affects test performance, it needs to
be realizedthat other aspects like age, gender and academic background, are also

likelyto influence the outcome. Inthese circumstances, the researcher mayrecord
the values ofthese extraneous variables, to control their effects on the results.

TYpes of extraneous variables

o Participant variables

Variables that are associated with the individual traits of each participant
are known as participant variables. Participant variables tend to influence
the response of a participant. These variables comprise of factors like,
upbringing dissimilarities, frame ofmind, concerns, aptitude, consciousness

and other characteristics that are unique to each individual.

-
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o Situationalvariables

Variables that are related to environmental characteristics which influence

the response of each participant are known as situational variables. In case

a participant is undergoing a test in a cold environment, then temperature

maybe considered as a situational variable. Although, temperature is a

situational variable, not all participants are affected by the cold.

There are a large number of instances where the researcher controls

extraneous variables. When participant variables are considered, the

researcher may choose participants from similar background and with
matching temperaments. This is an attempt to make sure that these

characteristics do not influence the outcome. However, in a few cases, it is

not possible to control the variables. These variables are known as

confounding variables. Confounding variables are likely to influence

dependent variables. As a result ofthis influence, it is not easyto identify

whether the outcome is due to the impact ofthe independent variable, the

confounding variable or a combination ofboth.

Operational definition of a variable

The creation ofoperational definitions for independent and dependent variables is

important. An operational definition provides a description of the process of
measuring and defining variables, in a study. Instances fromthe experiment ofhow
scarce sleep affects test perforrnance may be considered. This requires exact

operational definitions for both the variables. If it is hypothesized that students

who are not allowed to sleep display drastically low scores in a test, a few different

concepts willneedto be defined. Inthis experiment, students maybe defined as

participants who are registered in a preliminary university-level course of
psycholory.

The second step is to operationally define the variable 'sleep deprivation'.

In this scenario, participants who were allowed less than five hours of sleep before

the test, fall in the category of 'sleep deprivation'. Here, inthe preliminary course

ofpsychology, the marks scoredbya student inaunit exlmare knownas the test

variable.

Frequently, problems pertaining to identification ofindependent and variables

are registered by students in an experiment. As both, the complexityofthe task

and that ofthe experiment increases, a few questions arise for identification ofa
variable. A likely question can be, 'what is the experimenter manipulating?'.

Independent variables have the tendency to vary either naturally, or they can be

directly manipulated by the experimenter. Another question would be, 'what is

being measured?'. Avariable that is being measuredbythe experimenteris known

as the dependent variable.
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2.5 HYPOTHESIS AND CAUS$IONS

A hypothesis is an assumption about the following:

o Relationship between/among variables

o Levelofinfluence ofindependent variables onthe dependent variable

o Value ofpopulation parameter

A hypothesis is an idea or an explanation of something that is observed to
occur. This term derives itself from the Greek language, which means 'to put
under'or 'to suppose.'To present a hypothesis scientifically, it is important to
have a scientific method which can be tested. Usually scientists establish their
scientific hlpotheses on earlier inferences that they are not able to explain on the
basis ofthe available scientific theories. The words 'hlipothesis' and'theory' are
often interchangeable in their use, either commonly or formaliy. However, a
hypothesis which is based on science is not synonynous with a scientific 'L.rry. A
hypothesis that works is also that which is provisionally accepted.

In case a probable relation between phenomena is looked into, for instance,
it is not possible to investigate the hlpothesis that a relation exists in the same way
one might investigate a proposed new law ofnature. There are some instances in
these types ofexaminations, which displayno effect. These render the fulpothesis
false. Statistical tests are alternatively used to know the probability of the overall
effect in the absence of any real relation. Ifthis probability is very low (e.g., less
than roh), it can be assumed that a relation exists. Any other observed effect is
likely to be purely coincidental.

Within statistical testing ofhypothesis, the null hypothesis and the alternative
hlpothesis are compared. The null hypothesis can be referred to as the hlpothesis
ofno diference. An altemative hypothesis presents itselfas an alternative to null
hypothesis: it indicates the presence ofa relationship between the variables under
study. Alternative hlpothesis may assume many forms, according to the type of
the hypothesized relation. This hypothesized relation maybe two-sided or one-
sided.

The most popular levels for testing the hypotheses are . 10, .05 and .01.
The decision to accept an alternate hypothesis or reject a null hypothesis should
be takenbefore collection and inspection ofthe observations. Ifthis decision is
taken after the data to be tested is already known, the test will not be valid.

A significant factor to be noted here is that this procedure is dependent on
the size ofthe sample within the study. Ifthe size ofthe sample is very small, it
would be insufficient to reject a null hlpothesis. Hence the size of the sample
shouldbe qpecifiedbeforehand. The size ofeach statisticaltest needs to be specified
to be used to test the hypothesis.

A hlpothesis is a theory that explains an occurrence, that can validated in a
wayto prove or disprove the hlpothesis. The hypothesis is regarded as acceptable
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for the entire testing period. The aimofthe experimenter is to thoroughlytest the

conditions ofthe hypothesis. Hypothesis is a veryimportant part ofthe scientific

method. This also holds true for other methods. It is not required for a hypothesis

to becorrect orincorrect. However, onewho formulatesthehlpothesis shouldbe

capable oftesting it thoroughly, for instance, ifa resemcher has proposed hlpothesis

which says that exposure to X causes Y in laboratory rats, then he or she must also

be able to list other factors that which cause Y. Whenever researchers establish

the outcome to support a hypothesis, theyalso publishthe steps to approve as

well as disprove the it. This renders strengthto their case.

There are cases where a hypothesis does not deliver. Such cases are also

acceptable since they too support the cause of science. In the instance where
exposure to X causes ! the researcher can also prove that exposure to X does

not cause Y. Moreover, a researcher can recofilmend the need for firrther research

onY. Inthis example, the hypothesis proving wrong does not render the substance

X safe.

2.5.1 Hypothesis

A number ofdifferent approaches are usedby a researcher for studying a number

of topics or subjects. The process of research may either be informal, simple,

formal, or somewhat sophisticated. Every research begins with a general idea

which is in the shape ofa hypothesis that is irrespective ofthe tlpe ofprocess.
Generally, a research problem or question is framed in the beginning ofa research.

A research question may either look like a basic question about some issue or
phenomena or a question pertaining to the relationship between two or more
variables, for example, a typical research question nray look like, 'Does the flexiibility

ofwork hours improve the productivrty of enployees?'Another questionmay
look like, 'How do flexible hours influence employees' work?'

A hypothesis is not same as a research question. It is more specific and
proposes a predictable occurrence. It is a provisional clause that describes the

relation between two or more variables. The key point ofdistinction between a

research question and a hypothesis is that a hypothesis predicts an outcome that is

experimentaf for instance, a hlpothesis may state, 'There is apositive relationship

between the availability of flexfole work hours and employee productivity.'

The hypothesis is beneficial in the following ways:

o The direction and focus for a research effort is determined by the
hypothesis.

o It forces the researcher to give a clear view ofthe aim ofthe research.

. H)pothesis decides on the variables that a study will consider and those

that will be rejected by the study.

o It forces the researcher define the variables ofinterest operationally.

Since a research study is based on the hypothesis, a lot of thinking and

observation goes into its development. The researcher's skill determines the value

ofthe hypothesis.
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2.5.2 Hypothesis Testing

Testing ofhypothesis is a systematic method which is important for validating the
information and helps in decision-making. The steps involved in hlpothesis testing
are:

o Mention the hypotheses ofinterest

o Ascertain a suitable test statistic

o State a significant levelofstatistic

o Specify the decisive rule for rejecting or accepting the null hypothesis

o Gather data and carry out the required calculations

o Decide to reject or accept the null hlpothesis

Stating the hypotheses

A researcher usually utilizes two hypotheses in a research study - the null and the
alternative hypothesis. The hypothesis which is being tested is known as null
hypothesis and it is labeled as H. The null hlpothesis is also known as the hypothesis
ofno difference. It should comprise of a statement ofequality (:, t, or I). The
alternative hlpothesisprovides an altemative to the null hypothesis and consists of
a statement of inequality (+). The null and the alternative hypotheses complement
each other.

It is abeliefthat the nullhypothesis is correct allthrough the analysis. The
analysis is based on null hypothesis, for example, the null hypothesis may indicate
the average age ofentering college freshmen as 2l years.

H 
o 
: The average age of entering college freshman: 21 years

If the data that is collected and analyzed shows that the average age of
entering college freshmen is more than or less than 2l years, the null hypothesis is
not accepted. According to this scenario, there are three ways to specify the
altemative hpothesis, they are: (i) the average age ofentering college freshman is
not2l years (the average age ofentering college freshmen + 2l);(ii) the average
age ofentering college freshman is less than 21 years (the average age of entering
college freshmen < 2l); or (iii) the average age of entering college freshman ii
greater than 2l years (the average age of entering college freshmen > 2l years).

The aimofthe research determines which alternative hypothesis is to be
selected. The preceding second and third examples ofahemative hlpotheses involve
the use ofa 'one-tailed' statistical test. This is known as 'one-tailed' since the
statement implies a direction (greater than '>' or less than '<'). The first example
represeuts a 'two-tailed' test. There is inequality expressed (age * 21 years), but
the inequality does not imply direction. one-tailed tests are used more frequently
in management and marketing research. The reason for this is a need that specifies
a specific direction ofthe outcome. For instance, a researcher would be curious to
know whether Product A performed better than Product B (Product A's
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performance > ProductB's performance), or vice versa (Productlfs performance

< product B's performance), rather than whether Product Aperformed differently

than Product B (ProductAperformance + Product B performance). In addition,

information can be obtained by knowing that employees who work from 7 :00 am

to 4 :00 pm exhibit higher level ofproductivity than those who work from 3 :00 pm

to 12:00 am (early shift employee production > late shift employee production),

rather than slrnplyknowing that these enployees have different levels ofproductivity

(early shift employee production * late shift employee production)'

Determining the appropriate test statistic

The most suitable tool for statistics (statistical hypothesis testing) depends on the

different features ofthe samplepopulationofinterest. This includesthe size and

distribution ofthe sample. The test statistic is capable ofassuming more than one

arithmetic values. The value ofthe test statistic significantly irrpacts the decision. It
is important to use the most suitable statistics for achieving a logical outcome.

Specifying the statistical significance level

A null hypothesis may or may not be rejected. A rejected null hypothesis may be

true or false in its actual sense. In addition, a null hypothesis which is not rejected,

actually, could either be true or false. Nevertheless, the possibility ofrejecting a

true hypothesis or failing to reject a false hypothesis always exists.

When a null hypothesis that is true is rejected, it is called a Type I error. On

the other hand, a failure to reject a false null hypothesis is known as a Type II
error. The probability of committing a Type I error is termed cr and the probability

of corrrnitiing a Tlpe II error is termed B. As the value of a increases, the probability

of commiuing a Ty,pe I error increases. As the value of B increases, the probability

of committing a Type II error increases. While one would like to decrease the

probability ofcommitting ofboth types of errors, the reduction of cr, results in the

L...ur. of B and vice versa. The best way to decrease both types of error is to

increase sample size.

The probabitity of committing a Tlpe I error, o, is called the level of
significance. Before data is collected one must speciff a level of significance, or

tG probability of committing a Type I error (rejecting a true null hypothesis)'

There is an inverse relationship between a researcher's desire to avoid making a

Type I error and the selected value of cr; ifnot making the error is particularly

important, a low probability ofrnaking the error is sought. The greater the desire is

to not reject atrue nullhypothesis, the lowerthe selectedvalue ofcr. Intheory the

value of o can be any value between 0 and 1 . However, the most common values

used in social science research are .05, .01, and .001, which respectively

correspondto the levels of95 per cent,99 percent, and99.9 percent likelihood

that a type I error is not being made. The tradeofffor choosing a higher level of
certainty(significance) is that it willtake much stonger statisticalevidence to ever

reject the null hypothesis.



Determining the decision rule

slt is inportant to identifr the circumstances which affect the rejection or fiilure to

reject the nullhypothesis. This is to be determined before dataare collected and

alr:rrlyzed.. The calculated statistic or the probability terrninolory can state the decision 
1

rule. Irrespective ofthe method used, the decision will be the same.

Data collection and performing calculations

No other research techniques, than the ones which have already been approved

should be used for collection and analysis of data. These techniques are fnaltzed

initially in the research process. After identiffing the topic ofresearch, the type of
data required and the methods ofcollection maybe decided. This deciding factor

determines the methodfor analysing data.

Deciding whether to reject the null hypothesis

Application ofthe decision rule is involved in this step. The decision rule facilitates

the rejection or failure to reject null hypothesis. If one rejects the null hypothesis,

the altemative hypothesis can be accepted. However, as discussed earlier, if one

fails to reject the null hypothesis, he or she can only suggest that the null may be

true.

Example

XYZ Corporation is a company that is focused on a stable workforce which has

a small tumo ver.YYZlns been in business for 50 years and has more than 1 0,000

employees. The conrpanyhas always promotedthe idea that its employees stay

with it for a very long time and it has used the following line in its recruitment

brochures: 'The average tenure of our employees is 20 years.' Since XYZ is not

very sure ifthe statement is still true, a random sample of 1 00 employees is taken

and the average age tums out to be I 9 years with a standard deviation of 2 years.

CanXYZcontinue to make its clairn, or does it need to make a change?

(i) State the hypotheses.

H o 
:20 years

Hr*20years
(0 Speci&the significance level. Since the firmwould like to keep its present

message applicable to new recruits, it selects a fairlyweak significance level

(g: .05). Since this is a two-tailed test, halfofthe alpha will be assigned to

each tail ofthe distribution. In this situation the critical valu es of Z: +l .96

and -1.96.
(ii| State the decision rule. Ifthe conrputed value o f Z is geater than or equal to

+1.96, or less than or equal to -1.96, the null hypothesis is rejected.

(iv) Reject or fail to reject the null. Since 2.5 is greater than 1.96, the null is

rejected. The mean tenure is not20 years; therefore XYZ needs to change

its statement.
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2.5.3 Types of Hypothesis

A research hypothesis is a set ofassunrptions or suppositions that are suggested to
explain the correlation between phenomena or seern to explain an observed pattern
in a phenomenon. This observed pattern can be tested either through collection of
data orexperimentaiion.Ahlpothesis does not necessarilyconstitute avalidtheory
unless it is validated with observations and can be accepted as a practical theory
only aft er close scrutiny. There are the following four types of hypotheses:

(i) Inductive hypothesis is a generalization which is based on specific
observations The logic that converts specific observations into general theory
forms the basis ofinductive research. In this case, the researcher's specific
outlook is transformed into a specific one. When a hypothesis is framed,
researches and surveys are carried out for its verification and a conclusion
is thus reached.

(if Deductive hypothesis is derived from theory and provides evidence that
supports, expands, or contradicts the theory. Moreover, deductive ideas

form the basis ofa deductive research- This research converts general theory
into aparticular hlpothesis, which is fit for testing. Here, the researcher's
general outlook is transformed into a specific one. There is a possibility of
him, having some idea about human behavior or some other social
phenomenon. On the basis ofthis knowledge, information is gathered to
support or disprove the hlpothesis. On the basis of deductions, the theory
is presented in the form ofa hypothesis. This is followed by a technique to
test it. Ifthe hypothesis is supportedbythe data, then it canbe concluded
that the theory is right.

(ii| Directional hypothesis states the expected direction of the relation or
difference. In a directional hypothesis, the direction is predictable (it may
be eitherpositive or negative) for instance, the performance ofgirls is better
than boys ('better than' indicates a predictable direction).

(iv) Non directional hypothesis states that relation or difference bet'*'een
variables exists.

Hypotheses that only indicate the relalion between two variables without
predicting their effect are known as non directionalhypotheses, for instance,

in the case ofthe performance ofgirls and boys, a non directional hypothesis

states howtheperformance differs without indicating the kind ofdifference.

(v) Null hypothesis states that there is no significant difference or relation
between variables. Null hlpothesis is the hypothesis ofno difference. In a
large number ofresearches, proving ahypothesis is difficult and at times
impossible. Therefore, a large number ofresearchers establish hlpothesis
which indicates their thoughts about what is going to happen. Any hpothesis
has tw-o or more contradictory possibilities, only one ofthe possibilities is

true. Anull hypothesis is considered to be tnie and any other hlpotheses
besides it are known as alternative hypotheses.
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Scientific method

The way of acquiring knowledge through experiment is called a scientific method.
It nullifiesthe standardhumanbias ofreasoning by encouraging replicabilityand
cross-checking. Scientists formhlpotheses, about aspects ofthe world, then test
them. Theseexperimentsmusthavethecapabilityto be easilyreproduced, so that
other scientists can cross-check the data. After thorough testing, a hypothesis may
be supported or contradicted by the data.

2.5.4 Characteristics of a Good Hypothesis

Following are the characteristics of a good hypothesis:

o It should be based on sound reasoning

o It should be based on previous research

o It should follow the most likely outcome, not the exceptional outcome

o It must provide a reasonable explanation for the predicted outcome

o It must clearlystate the relationship between the defined variables

o It must define the variables in easy-to-measure terms

o It should be capable ofundergoing any tests within a reasonable duration of
time.

It is important to follow some fundamentalprinciples formaking sure that
the requirements of both, the research and the researcher, are fulfilled by the
hypothesis. It is important for an ideal hypothesis to:

o Be logically consistent: It should be aligned with the current research
literature and knowledge base. The hypothesis should have a meaning.

o Coincide withthe present writing or offer a sound base for anyvariations.
It is not important that the hypothesis supports the present literature but
then, there shouldbe a rational logic to disprove it.

o Have the capability to undergo tests. The hypothesis has no meaning if
the means for carrying out a research are not established.

o Have clarity and simple terminology and should not be confusing.

2.5.5 Causation

The beliefthat events occur in apredictable manner, such that one event leads to
another, is called causation. It is the 'causal relationship between conduct and
result'. In other words, causation offers away of linking conduct with a resulting
effect, characteristically in the form of an injury. In criminal law, actus reus (an
action) is the terminology which is used to define causation, which gives rise to
specific injuryor similar effects. This blends withmens rea (astate ofmind) to
contain the components of guilt. Causation is valid and can be applied only where
a result has been attained. Hence it does not matter in cases where there is no
clarityofthe offence.
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The majority of legal systems are more or less related to the theories of

being fair andjust. The idea ofpenalizing a person for incurring losses to another'

or framing compensation charges, emerges fromthe tenet that one who causes

injury to Jnother should be held responsible for his deeds. Though, every legal

,yrt.* t u, clauses for stringent liabilities Some parts of any legal system have

qualities of strict liability, in wtrictr ttre mens rea is not concerned with the result

and its consequent liability On the other hand, many parts try to establish liability

by projectingine aefendant as the cause (by application ofvarious legal tests to

a.t.rrni". this) ofa specific injuryorloss. The different degrees ofprobabilityand

consequences that route from physical activities and behaviour, are easily picked

.rp .r*uyyoung children. The higher is the predictability ofthe result, the more

Hle$ it isfor the actor to cause an intentional injury or loss. The law has many

means to secure the sirrple rule ofpractical experience'

CrmcxYoun Pnocnnss

1. What does the word 'research' mean?

2.HowdoesWebster,sinternationaldictionarydefineresearch?

3. Defure a variable.

4. What is anindePendentvariable?

5. What is a dePendent variable?
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2.6 SURVEY RESEARCH

Survey research is one of the most impo,rtant areas ofmeasurement in applied

social research. Broadly, a survey research comprises of any process of analysis,

where respondents are asked questions. A survey may either be a short paper-

and-pencil feedback form or a detailed one-on-one interview These are

approximately divided into the following:

Questionnaires and interviews

The survey can_begin only after the method of survey has been selected' The

various methods that emeige as an instrument of survey result fron1 decision-

making interms of, questions, content ofthe questions, phrasing ofquestions,

formaiofthe response and the phrasing and order ofquestions.

Types of surveys

surveys canbe divided into two categories: questionnaires or interviews. usually,

questionnaires are paper-pencil instruments which are answered by respondents'

on the basis of the respondent's replies, an interviewer finalizes an interview'

There are instances where it is not easy to differ between a questionnaire and an



interview. For instance, it is commonlybelieved that questionnaires comprise of
short and closed-ended questions, whereas interviews are co ncerned with bro ad
and open-ended ones. However, there are questionnaires that have open-ended
questions and interviews that are based on an affay ofclosed-ended questions.

In the last ten years, survey research has changed drastically. Nowadays,
there are telephonic surveys which are comput eruedand use arbitrary dialing
techniques. Public places have automated stalls that seek inputs fromthe general
public. Atotallyrevolutionary form ofgroup interview has emerged as focus group
methodology. More and more, survey researches are blended well with the delivery
of service. Generally, hotels have a survey questionnaire at the reception. In
restaurants, waiters present the customers with a shoft custonrer satisfaction suney
forms along with the bill.

Disadvantage of survey methods

Alargenurnber ofthepeoplerelate questionnaires to mailsurvep. Almost everyone
has, sometime or the other, received an email questionnaire. Surveys on emails
have a large number ofadvantages. The most important feature is that they are
practicallyinexpensive to administer. The same mail canbe sent across to a large
number or people. They facilitate the respondent to fill out the form according to
their convenience. However, emailed forms also have a few disadvantages. The
responses are usuallyvery scarce. Secondly, mails are not the preferred means of
detailed survey.

A questionnaire that is handed out to a group is another way of conducting
a survey. Out of a large group, a typical sample ofrespondents is selected and
asked to respond to an organized series of questions. To expedite the process,
questionnaires are distributed in groups. In case of any confusion among
respondents, pertaining to the questions, theycanalways seek clarification from
the researcher or whoever is conducting the survey. The business can decide the
venue forthe survey, whichmaybethe companyorthe business premise.

How does one differentiate between a group-administered questionnaire
and a group interview or focus group?Agroup administered questionnaire is an

actffiythatoccurs ina qpecific area,whereeveryrespondent isgivenaquestionnaire
and requested to filIit, within that area. One respondent fills one questionnaire. In
the group interview or focus group, the progress ofthe session is controlledbythe
interviewer. Everyone is a dedicated part of a group. They share comments and
reqpond to queries. Some ofthem are specifically assigned to note the proceedings

ofthe whole group. None ofthe respondents in the group complete an interview
individually.

Anqther category of questionnaire is the household drop-off survey.
Household in this case maybe the respondent's,home or workplace (business
premises). The researcher provides the questionnaire to the respondent at his
household. Usually, the respondent is requestedto mail orpost the completed
questionnaire, whichis attachedto anenvelope withthe company's address on it.
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However, at times the interviewer comes back to pick the completed survey
document. This is an effort to combine both, the mail survey and the g.orp
administered questionnaire approaches. Similar to a mail survey, the respondent
can fillthe questionnaire in the privacyofhis domain. And like a group administered
questionnaire, the interviewer is personally in touch with thJrespondent and a
remote surveyinstrument is not sent. Therespondent has the facilityto clarifyany
doubts that come to his mind, about the questionnaire. Byand large, this formofa
survey is likely to provide a higher number ofresponses.

Interviews

Interviews are more personal means ofresearch, as compared to questionnaires.
Apersonalinterview is where aninterviewer interacts directlywiththe reqpondent.
The facility provided to the interviewer in a personal interview is the key difference
between an interview and a rnail survey. Apersonal interview gives the interviewer
the prospect ofprobing or asking foilow-up questions. For seefing views or inpact,
interviews are more convenient to the respondent. Interviews take more time and
require extensive resources. Interviewers are regarded as part ofthe equipment to
measure reactions. Thus, theyneed to undergo a thorough training in trandling any
type ofcontingency.

Telephonic forms ofinterview are one ofthe most cornrnon forms ofsurvey.
via a telephonic interview, a researcher is able to get information quickly. It is
believed bya large number ofpeople that generally,ielephonic interviews are the
basis of most of the public opinion polls that are reported. They are similar to
personal interviews in a way that they facilitat e a fa,r degree ofpersonal contact
between the interviewer and the respondent. The interviewer can ask follow_up
questions. However, this system also has a few major drawbacks. The majority oi
the people do not have publicly-listed telephone numbers. Some do not have
telephones. Generally, people consider suchphone calls as intrusion into their
lives. Due to this reason, these phone calls should be short and to the point.

2.7 CONTENT ANALYSIS AND HISTORICAL
METHOD

By the time you get to the analysis ofyour data, most ofthe really difficult work
has been done. It is much more difficult to: define the researchproblem; develop
and implement a sampling plan; conceptualize, test and make the measures
operational and develop a design structure. Ifyou have done this work welf the
analysis ofthe data is usually a fairly straightforward affair.

In most social research the data analysis involves tkee major steps, done in
rougtrlythis order:

o cleaning andorgar'ruing the data for anarysis (data preparation)
. Describing the data (descriptive statistics)
o Testing hipotheses and mo,Jels (inferential statistics)



Data preparation involves checking or logging the data in, checking the

data for accuracy, entering the data into the computer, trarsforming the data and

developing and documenting a database structure that integrates various measures.

Descriptive statistics are used to describe the basic features of data in a 
;

study. Theyprovide sinple sumrnaries aboutthe sample andthemeasures. Together 
]

with simple graphics analysis, theyformthe basis ofvirtuallyeveryquantitative
analysis ofdata. Descriptive statistics simplydescribes what the data shows.

Inferential statistics looks into queries, paradigms and hypotheses. In a large

number ofinstances, the inferences that result from inferential statistics go beyond

the instant data. Inferential statistics is usedto judge the thoughts ofthe population

from a sample data. On the other hand, inferential statistics are used to judge the

probabilityofanoticed difference betweengroups. Thus, inferential statistics are

usedto reachmore generic conclusionsfromthe collected data. Descrftive statistics

are used to determine the work on the collected data.

In a large number of researches, the analysis section is divided into three

stages. The first stage describes the method ofpreparation ofdata and focuses on

the fact that it should be brief and to the point. The descriptive statistics that is

envisaged maybe divided into huge volumes. In the majority ofthe articles these

structured and divided into summary tables and graphs. This structure only

illustrates ffirmationthat is has prime relevance. It is normal for a researcher to

correlate every inferential anallais with particular research questions or hypotheses

mentioned in the introduction, or notes. In a large number of analyses it is essential

to focus on all factors and not be selective. Too many details may divert the reader

from the crux of the write-up. The details are usually reserved for the appendices,

keeping the criticalinformationin the bodyofthe report.

Historical research

Historical research comprises examining the content and validating the data

statistically. This data may have been originally collected for some other purpose.

This technique ofhistorical research is referred to by social scientists as 'secondary

analysis. A researcher views secondary analysis very importantly because it

facilitates himwiththe capabilityto assemble research designs at minimum costs.

It is also less time-consuming for him. Secondary analysis works on the following

tlpes ofdata Sources: newspapers, diaries, census data, vital statistics, church

records and opinion polls. Researches on trends are carried out by sociologists.

These help them assess attitude and behavioral changes over a period oftime.

An organized analysis ofexisting documents, help in investigating changes

in variable(s). Let us take an instance where a sociologrst is studying the grief

experienced by children who have lost a parent. It is his hypothesis that as time

passes by, the extent ofthe griefwill subside. He illustrates this by a 'J'curve. To

save time, a researcher zeroes on one best way to collect this information. He

advertises personal experiences from dairies that have been written by children

(ages 8 through 15) who have lost aparent. This is donebyplacing advertisements
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in the most popular newspapers. This mayhelp the researcher in obtaining a number

ofsignificant cases. Most ofthese are likely to approximate a longitudinal design,

because there are some children are in the habit ofwriting diaries. The diaries are

studiedinanorganizedwaybyfocusing onthe contentto get clarityonthebehaviow
ofthese children.

Till date, the analysis ofthis information has been limitedto studying and

categorungthe inferences. The next step is to establishwhetherthere is sufficient

ffirmation supporting the observation. In the present scenario, use ofdeveloped
and automatedtext editing programs canhelp in content analysis (see MacTavish,

1985). Computers provide the convenience oftyping in accurate details (such as

newspaper articles, entries from diaries, speeches, etc.). Theyalso simpliSthe
process of categorizing the text. However, there is a likelihood ofthe researcher

being subjectively biased in interpreting the secondary resources.

Going back to the example of content analysis of children's diaries, the
historical method has some drawbacks. The most common disadvantage is that
the diarycontaining this experience maynot be specific to this feature. It maybe a
general diarywhich has all sorts of experiences. As a result, the major part ofthe
information may not be of any use to the researcher, who is focused on a particular

hypothesis.

Asecond major obstacle in this study is the likelihood ofthe researcher's

bias in interpreting the material. Ifone child writes 'Todaywould have been daddy's

birthday,'is this an expression ofbereavement or a statement offact? It is for the

researcher to take a decision on this without going through the thought process of
the subject. Thisraises doubts about howreliable andvalid arethe indicators of
grief Another drawback of content ana$sis is that it takes a lot oftime to analyse

historical materials. For instance, if a 100 diaries are received from children, it
would take very long to read and interpret the ffirmation in them. (this excludes

the additional time required to enter this data into a computer).

Disadvantages of the historical method

(i) Researchers are likelyto be biased ininterpreting historical sources.

(if Interpreting sources is very time consuming.

(iir) Corrputerized content anabrsis is costly to quantitatively arulyzs-pro,grams
of this type take large blocks of computer core time and make analysis

much more expensive than standard statistical procedures, which are used

in evaluating survey data.

(iv) The sources of historical materials may well be problematic-for example

women are more likely than men to keep diaries, not all records are kept in
consistent patterns, original authors bring their ownperspectives and biases

to the interpretation ofevents.

(v) Due to the lack of control over external variables, historicalresearch is very
weak with regard to the demands of intemal validity.
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Some ofthe advantages ofhistorical analysis include the following:

(i) The historicalanalpis is not interfering-it has no impact onthe outcome of
the research.

(i| It is designed to support trend analysis.

(iif In comparison to longitudinal designs, content analysis is generally more

cost-effective.

(iv) There exists no likelihood of interaction between the researcher and the

subject.

Historical methods are more used in sociology and sociological researches.

The reason for their wide use is their cost-effectiveness and availability. It is also to

be kept in mind that it is possible to blend content analysis with other research

designs. These analyicaltechniques are also usefulin interpreting open-ended

responses to questionnaires, or inunderstanding qualitative datathat results from

face-to-face interviews.

2.8 MEASUREMENTS-MEANING LEVELS AND
TYPES

The task of managing analyses and records conclusions as part of a research

methodology. Here, let us consider two major concepts ofmeasurement. In the

level ofmeasurement, we first explainthe meaning ofthe four major levels of
nreasurernent: nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio. Then we move on to the reliability

ofmeasurement, including consideration oftrue score theory and a variety of
reliability estimators.

The various measures used in a social research need to be understood. The

four main types of measurements are:

(i) Survey research is the design and use of interviews and

questionnaires.

(if Scaling takes into considerationthe keymethods ofdevelopment
and implementation ofa scale.

(iD Qualitative research provides a general idea about the various types

ofnon-numeric measurement approaches.

(iv) Unobtrusive measures offer a number ofmethods for measuring.

These measurement methodshave no impact onthe purpose ofthe
research.

Levels of measurement

Levels of measurement are concerned with the reiation between the values that

are assigned to the attributes for a variable. Let us take an example where the

'party affiliation' variable has many attributes. It is assumed that in this specific

election context there are three meaningful attributes, these are: 'republican',
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'democrat'and 'independent'. To analyse the results ofthis variable conveniently,
arbitraty values of 1 , 2 and3 are assigned to these three attributes. The level of
measurement determines the relation between these three atfi:butes. Here, numbers
substitute text terms. This, however does not meanthat higher values indicate
'more'andlowervaluesindicate'less'.Valueisonlyusedasabbreviationforthe
attribute. The level ofmeasurement canbe considered as nominal in this case.

Importance of the level of measurement

The levelofmeasurement helpsru decidehowto interpretthe datafromavariable.
when we know that a measure is nominal (like the one just described), then we
know that the numeric values are just short codes for the longer names. Secondly,
knowing the level ofmeasurement helps us to decide the appropriate statistical
analysis, on the values that were assigned. on nominal measure, we can never
average the data values or do a t-test on the data. There are four broad levels of
measurement, they are as follows: nominal, ordinal interval and ratio.

on a nominal scale, the numerical values just 'name'the attnbute uniquely.
No ordering of the cases is implied. For example, jersey numbers in basketball
are measures at the nominal level. Aplayer with number 30 is not more in any way
than a player with number 1 5.

on the ordinal scale, the attributes can be rank-ordered. Here, distances
between attributes have no meaning. For example, on a surveyyou might code
educational attainment as 0 : less than H.S.; I : some H.S.; 2 : H.s. degree; 3: some college; 4 : college degree; 5 : post college. In this measure, higher
numbers mean more education. But is the distance from 0 to I same as 3 to 4? ot
course not. The interval between values can not be interpreted in an ordinal measure.

On the interval scale, the distance between attributes doeshavemeaning.
For example, whenwe measure temperafure (inFahrenheit), the distance from
30-40 is the same as that from 7G-80. The interval betrveen values is interpretable.
Because ofthis, it makes sense to compute an average of an interval variable,
whereas it does not make sense to do so for ordinal scales. But note that in
interval measurement ratios do not make any sense-g0 degrees is not twice as
hot as 40 degrees (although the attribute value is twice as la.ge).

Finally, in ratio scale, there is always an absolute zero thatis meaningful.
This means that you can construct a meaningful fraction (or ratio) with a iatio
variable. Weight is a ratio variable. In applied socialresearchmost 'count'variables
are ratio, for example, the number of clients in past six months. why? Because
one canhavezero clients andbecause it is meaningfulto saythat ....wehadtwice

as many clients in the past six months as we did in the previous six months. ,

In the level ofmeasurement idea it is important to recognize that there is a
hierarchy implied. Assumptions tend to be less restrictive and data analyses tend
to be less sensitive at lower levels ofmeasurement. At each level up the hierarchy,
the current level includes all the qualities ofthe one below it and adds something
new. In general, it is desirable to have a higher level ofmeasurement (e.g., interval
or ratio) rather than a lower one (nominal or ordinal).



Qualitative measures

Qualitative research is a vast and complex area ofmethodologythat can easily
take up whole textbooks on its o*n. It is important to conslder a number of
queries before undertaking qualitative research.

For generating new theories or hypotheses

one of the key reasons for carrying out a qualitative research is to gain more
experience in the subject of interest. It is frequently seen that in applied social
research (particularly economics and psycholory) graduating students switch from
a literature review on a topic ofinterest to conduiting a re-search proposal with
theories andhypotheses. This research is based on crirrent thinking. ihe direct
experience ofthephenomenonis omitted. It is important for everystudent, who is
beginning a research, to execute a deep study inio the phenomenon ofresearch.
Prior to beginning a multivariate anallsis ofgender-based differences in wages,
one needs to investigate various work contexts and observe trow gende-r is
perceived and its effect the distnbution ofwages. Before recognizing thc ::bcts of
a new psychotropic drug for the mentally inc apacitated,,onelshould visit several
mental hospitals to observe what goes. on. once this is acconrplished, it will give
T..to a freshperspective which stems out ofdirect er,perience. one maypossibly
devise one's own ideas about the causes. The majority ofthe new and valuable
theories andhypotheses originate fromthese ro*."r. obviously, abalanceneeds
to be struck here. Direct experience shourd be based on qualituii* ..r.*ch. It is
also important to realize the right time and wayto formulate some tentative theorbs
and hypotheses that can undergo explicit tests.

For better understanding of the issues

Qualitative research is speciallyused to investigate complicated and sensitive issues.
Forinstance, aquantitativeresearc[ ontheotherhan4 wouldhes inunderstanding
howpeople view topics like_God and religiorl human sexuality, the deathpenalti
gun control etc. It would help more in sunrnarizing some mainpoints pertaining;
these issues.

To trade detail for generalization

Qualitatrveresearchproves to be anexcellenttoolforprovidingdetailed information
AI. though there are quantitative studies that offer deiar ofri*ri" data, there is a
difference. In a detailed quantitative research, the data itselfgives botl1 shape and
limit to the analysis. For instance, ifa simple interval-levet qrimtitatire measure is
gathered, it willprovide fairly delimited analyeis (e.g., descripive statistics, use in
correlatioq regression or multivariate models, etc.j. T)ei*ty, attenpts to generalize
are likely to be rather direct, in most quantitative ,...*.h.r.-Since the same variable
is gathered fromeveryone who ispart ofthe sample , genaalizatrongets sinpler. It
onlyrequires calculation of some aggregate statistici like a mean or median.

Horvever, the process is a bit more complex in a large number ofqualitative
researches. In this case, the data is more unprocessea ana is rarely organized. As
a result, one needs to be all set to u.rung" the unprocessed data. There are
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innumerable techniques to do this. Still, generalizations based on mock interviews
or written documentsbecomes a difficult task.

In the majority ofqualitative researches, elaborate information has both,
advantages anddrawbacks. The advantages arethat it facilitates oneto elaborate
on the subject ofthe research inthe original language ofthose who me participating
in the research. Actually, a few ofthe popular 'qualitative'researches are often
published in book fonn, often in a style that almost approaches a narrative story.
On the negative side, in such details, it is difficult to determine the generalized
themes. In frct, many qualitative researchers do not even care about generalizing

-they 
are content to generate rich descriptions oftheir phenomena. This is the

reason for high values which are a result of mixing qualitative research with
quantitative one. Quantitative resemch proves excellent at converting huge volumes
ofdata into summaries and rendering it more generic, on the basis of statistical
projections. Qualitative researchagainproves to be excellent at giving explanations
from the participant's point ofview. It offers plentiful and detailed descripions tbat
transform quantitative results into human context.

Is funding available for this research?

Most researches have to encounter payment issues. There is little ffirmation to
propose any research that would be difficult to carry out for lack of funds. For
qualitative research, this is often an especially challenging issue, because much
qualitative research takes an enormous amount oftime. It is very labor intensive
and yields resuhs that may not be generalized for policy-making or decision-making
many flrnding sources view it as a 'frill' or as simplytoo expensive. There is a lot
thatone can(andshould) do inproposing qualitativeresearchthatwilloftenenhance
itstuldability.

Unobtrusive measures

Unobtrusive measures work without intervention ofthe researcher in the context
ofthe research. On the other hand, for direct and participant observation, physical
presence ofthe researcher is required. This may get the respondents to change
their behaviour to seem supportive to the researcher. A questionnaire intemrpts
the normalbehaviouralstrearn There arepossibilities ofrespondents shying away
from filling out a survey questionnaire or resenting the questions that are asked.

It is believed that unobtrusive measurement causes a reduction in the bias
that is caused due to the intrusion ofthe researcher, ormeasurement instrument.
Moreover, unobtrusive measures lessen the researcher's control onthe type of
data that is collected. A few ofthe constructs may not have any available unobtrusive
measufes.

Three tpes ofunobtrusive measurement are discussed here.

Indirect measures

The occurrence ofunobtrusive or indirect measure in a research context is natural.
The researcher does not establish any formal measurement procedure to collect
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data. The creativity and thought processes ofthe researcher restrict the types of
indirect measures rhat are possibly available, for example, let us consider the
measurement ofthe popularity ofdifferent artifacts in a museurn One can establish
a system of measuring that is mechanical and hidden from the clientele of the
museum. In aresearch that was conducted, the technique was plain In this researclr,
new tiles were installed in front ofeach exhfoit. The subject ofmeasurement was
the time affecting the wear and tear ofthe tiles. This feature was an indirect indicator
ofthenumber ofpatrons andtheir interest. An electronic system ofmeasurement
can bring about a major degree ofinprovement to this approach. Another way is
by placing concealed scanners, the recordings ofwhich may be used to translate
the patron's level of interest.

In a research that was carried out on the listening preferences of radio
audiences showedthepresence offavorite indirect measures. Instead ofcarrying
out an obtrusive survey or interview pertaining to favorite radio stations, the
researchers approached regional auto traders and garages. They eramined the
tuning ofthe radios in all cars that were brought for servicing. Similarl.y, ifone
needed to find out about magazrnepreferences, one may go through discarded
magazines or carryrout a door-to-door magazine recycling effort.

This instances exhibit the most inportant features about indirect measures-
one needs to exercise care in following the ethical method for this type of
measurement. As the name sounds, indirect measure involves the collection of
information without letting the respondent know about it. There is a possibility of
their right to privacybeing violated inthe process. However, some parts ofthe
information that is collected may not be private or not an intrusion oftheir privacy.

Sometimes an indirect measure is more suitable, easy to obtain and follows
ethics. Just like all other measurements, these measures should be readable and
valid, for example, radio stationpreferences are collected at different times and
their results are correlated. These results might be useful inknowing how reliable
the tests are. Another way is to combine indirect measures with other direct nrczsures
ofthe same construct (supposedly in a pilot study) to hetp establish construct
validity.

CrmcxYouR PRocRESS

6. What is a survey?

7 . Into which two categories can a survey be divided?

8. Which is a less familiar q/pe ofquestionnaire?

9. What does datapreparation involve?

10. What does historical research consist of?
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2.9 SUMMARY

o A research process can be divided into the following major categories:
qpecification/nreasurement andmanbulationoftheoreticalvariables, selection
of research design, analysis ofdata obtained from study and irterpretation
and robustness ofthe findings.

o A research is made up ofthe following two syllables: 're' and 'search',
where 're' rneans again and searchmeans to examine, scrutinize or investigate
deeply. It is an organized way of asking questions.

o In a research, variables are botlr, inportant and deceptive.
o An independent variable canbe manipulated bythe researcher. Adependent

variable is that which is dependent on the independent variable and its
changes. Certain other variables which are extra, have a tendency to offer
explanations or create doubts onthe conclusions.

o The entire researchrevolves around the process ofwriting a hypothesis.
Hypothesis isa summaryor conclusion ofa research.

o Causation is a chain ofevents whereln, one event acts as a cause to create
another.

o Survey research is one of the most essential area ofmeasurement of applied
research.

o Content analysis is a tool which is used to establish the presence ofcertain
concepts or words in a research.

o The historical method of carrying out a research is done by the analysis of
historical development and origin of the topic ofresearch.

o Measurements are the means to quantify a research and its components.

2.10 KEY TERMS

Generalization: Ageneral statement that is based on only a few facts or
exanples

Variable: An entity which has the capability to keep on changing

Independent variable: Avariable that is controlled and manipulated by
theexperimenter

Dependent variable: A variable that changes according to the independent
variable

Extraneous variables: Type ofvariables that may have an impact on the
relationship between independent and dependent variables

Participant variables: Variables that are related to the individual
characteristics ofeach participant

Situational variables: Variables that are related to factors in the
environment that may impact the manner in which each particfant reqponds

o
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o CauSatiOn: Theprocess Ofone event cauSing orproducing anOther event Bosic Elements of Research

o Actus reus: Alatintermthat means the deed ofcrime
o Mens rea: Alatin termthat means the intention to cornmit a crime

o Questionnaires: Awritten list ofquestions that are answeredbyanumber
ofpeople for the purpose ofcollecting information

o Bereavement: The state ofhaving lost a relative or close friend

2.11 ANSWERS TO 6CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1. The word 'research' is a combinationofthe words, 're' and 'search'. This
inrplies searching again and again to thoroughly understand the issue and
find apt or effective solution or strategy to deal with the issue.

2. The Webster's international dictionary gives a very inclusive definition of
research, as a 'careful, critical inquiryor examination in seeking facts or
principles, diligent investigation in order to ascertain something'.

3. A variable is usually anything that is changeable.

4. In a psychological experiment, the variable that is controlled and manipulated

bythe experimenter is known as an independent variable.

5. A variable that changes according to the independent variable is known as

a dependent variable.

6. A survey can range from a short paper-and-pencil feedback form to an
intensive one-on-one in-depth interview.

7 . A survey can be divided into the following two categories: questionnaire
andinterview.

8. Aless familiartlpe ofquestionnaire is the household drop-offstrvey.

9. Data preparation involves checking or logging the data in, checking the
data for accuracy, entering the data into the computer; transforming the
data and developing and documenting a database structure that integrates
various measures.

1 0. A historical research consists of content analysis and statistical evaluation of
the data that was originally collected for some other purpose.

2.12 QUESTTONS AND EXERCTSES

NOTES

. Short-Answer Questions

1. Why is research a methodological process?

2. How did JohnBest define research?

3. What are extraneous and confounding variables?
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4. What are the assumptions of a hypothesis?

5 . How has survey research changed in the last ten years?

Long-Answer Questions

1. Enumerate the basic elements ofresearch.

2. Explain the concept and definition ofresearch.

3. Write a note on hypothesis and causations.

4. Describe the significance ofa surveyresearch.

5. What role does measurement play in a research?
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COMMUNICATION
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Strucfurc

3.0 Introduction
3.1 Unit Objectives
3.2 Sampling in Communication Research

3.2.1 Types of Sampling
3.2.2 Application and Limitations ofSampling

3.3 Methods of Data Collection
3.3.1 Interviews, Questionnaires andObservation

3.4 Case StudyApplication
3.5 Limitations of Different Sampling Methods

3.6 Summary
3.7 Key Terms
3.8 Answers to 'Check Your Progress'

3.9 Questions and Exercises
3.10 Further Reading

3.0 INTRODUCTION

The process ofsampling involves random signaling ofresearch subjects ortopics
and coming out with reports on their nature and quality. Besides communication,

the method ofsarrpling has been appliedto a large number ofproblems inmedicine,

social sciences, etc. This unit presents the inportance ofsanpling in conrntrnication

research, types ofsampling, methods ofdata collectioq etc.

3.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

Aft er going through this unit, you will be able to :

o Explain the role of sampling in communication research

o Discuss the various types ofsampling

o List the applications and limitations ofsampling

o Analyse the methods ofdata collection

o Describe the significance ofinterview, questionnaire and observation

o Explain sampling with the he$ ofa case study application

o Give an overview ofthe limitations ofdifferent methods ofsampling
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3,2 SAMPLING IN COMMUNICATION RESEARCH

The activity ofthe sample of collection cannot be observed on the basis ofthe
I 
type of the h;potheses. A sample is drawn and studied by the researcher, from

I Tg: fl"rp in question The outcome ofthe research is shared with the participants
ofthe larger collectivity. To be more specific, if it is required to know the reaction
ofsenior citizens towards the planned changes in income tax benefits, it is almost
inpractical to ask every senior citizen for their view on the new policy. Generally,
researchers are not able to access the entire population for a iesearch. Hence,
theyusuallydepend on samples which are titetyto represent the totalpopulation.
The sample should represent the totalpopulation in a fairway. Researchers use
different statistics to identifr sampling margins oferror which ihey also refer to as
confidence intervals.

The two fundamentaltechniques used for sanpling are: probabilifysrnpling
and non probability sampling. In a probability sampling, ivery frctor ofthe general
population has an equal or known probability ofbeing part ortn. sample. on the
other hand, ifnon probability sampling is practiced, the chances ofevery factor of
the generalpopulation being present in the sample, cannot be determined. For this
reason, probability sampling is more preferred by researchers and they are critical
towards the flaws ofnon probability sampling. There are several circumstances
where it is not possible to use the techniques ofprobability sampling. In such
cases, nonprobability sampling is the selected technique ofsampling that is used,
though it maynot be a technique that is prefened

3.2.1 Types of Sampting

| 
(i) ProUability sampling

Following are the sub categories ofsanples which result from probabilirty sarrpling:

a. Simple random sample

A simple random sample is a kind of sample that is gathered in a way such that
there is equalprobabilityofthe presence ofevery facior ofthepopulation, in the
sanrple. Every factor ofthe population is listed and given an independent number.
The sample is selected on the basis of a table that generates random digits.
occasionally, instead ofthe random numbertable, the .Monte carlo,method is
adopted. In this method, all the elements are shuffled and drawn at random until
the required elements are selected.

Researchers frequently assert the use of a .simple random sample,;
nevertheless, they are rarely stringent in using samples ofthis t1pe. This reason for
this can be attributed to the fact that itis rarely possible to ioenti4, every element
within a totalpopulation, for instance thepossibility ofidentifying allresidents ofa
natiorl state, or even a communityis very low. The second r.uron for not using a
srmple random sample is the possibility offailure (such as failure to complete a



questionnaire, subjects drop out, etc.). No response usuallyproduces abiased or
non-random sample inthe final ana$sis - although the researcher had intended to
use a probability method.

b. Stratified random sample

This method ofsampling divides the population into multiple groups or subgroups.
These groups or subgroups, which are also known as st.ati, have elements that
are required by researcher to make sure that the population is represented
adequately. If it was desired to represent male and female perspectives, the
population listing (or sampling frame) wourdbe divided into twt subgroups. This
would be followed by selecting a simple random sample from every rubg.oup,
with the help ofa table ofrandomnumbers or the ,Monte carlo, method. It is
possible to divide sampling frames according to one or more social features like,
gender, educational attainment, religious affiliation, or age.

Each stratum has elements that have been selected by the use of simple
random method. Researchers can have an equal or proportionate number of
individuals in each subgroup. Let us take an instance where 60 per cent ofthe
students at a given university are females and the researcher desires to take a
sample of 100 students by employng the proportionare stratified sample method.
For this, the researcher would, at random, choose 60 female students and 40
male students. For the disproportionate stratified sample, 50 males and females
would be selected, at randorn, fromthe stratified ru,'plirg frame.

c. Cluster sampling

Researchers have developed the cluster sample as a means ofalleviating some of
the costs oftime and money. In this t51pe ofprobability sample, the total population
is identified as having chrsters ofelements. Th.s. clusters are then randomly selected
via either simple randorn, or stratified random techniques.

For example, ifyou were asked to sample a population ofrandom househqlds
in the City of Chennai, you could list all possible households and randomly select
each oftherrl on the basis ofspecific cases. You would then drive to the des-ignated
household and conduct the interview. But because these households are likely to
be widely scattered and because it would be a tedious and boring task to use
census maps to identify, list and randomly select households, a cluster sample
would be a more efficient means ofcollecting representative information.

Inthecluster sample, one wouldcreate a sampling framebyidentifting all
neighborhoods or residential areas and then take a randonisample ofthese clusters.
These clusters might be randomly selected 

- hence u typ. of simple random
selection. This depends on some characteristic that are deeted to be important,
then a stratified random technique would be employed.
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Drawbacks of probability samples

a. Probability samples are expensive.

b. Non-response is a typicalproblem.

c. If one cannot list the elements in the population, theyare impossible.

d. Probability samples are much more time consuming.

(ii) Non probability sampling

Nonprobabilitysamples arenot expensiveto conduct and employ. However, the

non probability sample is not generally considered to be very valid. There are

several types ofnon probability samples, some ofthem are listed below:

a. Accidental samples

These samples comprise of those units, the cases of which are easily obtained.

When an accidental sample is created (also known as an availability sample), the

desired size ofthe sample is defined by the researcher. Data is collected on the

basis of a number ofindividuals who are to be part ofthe study.

A large number of researches are conducted byusing accidental sampling,

For instance, the data obtained from 350 students in an introductory psychology

class is a type of accidental sample. Media prograflLs on television and radio also

use accidental samples, when they make telephonic calls to know the views of
individuals. It is important to know that the size ofthe sample does not indicate

whether it is a probability or non probability sample.

One key drawback of accidental sampling is that elements which are selected

may not be ideal representations ofthe larger population.

b. Quota samples

Quota sample is an effort to estimate stratified random sampling technique in a

non-random manner. The researcher begins by determining the factors, which
according to himrepresent the population. This is followed bydetermining a sarrple

size for each category. Lastly, individuals are selected on the basis oftheir availabitty.

Here, we can visualize an instance where equal numbers of women and men are

interviewed, to know how they viewed municipal laws that govem wages for jobs.

Bymeans ofutilizing a quota sample, willing and available individuals maybe

interviewed. This process continues till the desired number of individuals in each

subgroup, have been interviewed

c. Purposive samples

Purposive samples are at times referredto as judgment samples. Researchers use

these samples to determine the cluster sample by using a non probability sample.

Atypical group ofindividuats is selectedbythe researcher. This group mayreflect

the larger population. Let us visualize a researcher who desires to survey the

attitudes of fi"eshman college students at a particular university. He is likely to

select tl-re students from one or morc freshman English classes. This may be due to
44 Self-lnstructionalMaterial



the assumptionthat since all students are sure to take freshman English classes,

those in any class represent the entire freshmen class.

Thejudgment sample is also likelyto consider an individual (instead of a

group) as a sampling unit. By considering an individual as a sampling unit, the

i...u..h.. subjectively defines a'typical' case and then tries to select those

individuals who ideally represent this definition. However, there is no way of
guaranteeing that the researcher has been able to identi$ the most representative

.ur.r, neither canhis or her definitions be considered as typical or accurate' The

purposive sample exhibits a clear non probability approach and it is likely that the

sample is biased since the selectionprocess is not random'

d. Snowball samPling

In this method ofsampling, available respondents to be included inthe sample are

selected bythe researcher. Once the subject to be researched has been reviewed,

the researcher attempts to identify other individuals, who would be parl ofthe

sample. For example, in a research that is carried out on rich people in Chicago, it

is likely that the list ofmillionaire Chicago residents is not adequate. Many residents

have been left out. The list may start with the rich people that are known to the

researcher. The researcher may interview thern, and they can possibly refer other

wealthy people to him. Thus this snowball referral method may provide a sample

ofthe desired size. However, it is doubtful for this sample to be unbiased and a

perfect representation. Actually speaking, often more than one sampling strateg,v

is usedbyresearchers for a givenproject.

3.2.2 Application and Limitations of Sampling

One cannot turderestimate the inportance ofsampling for the success ofa research.

Even though the concepts are successfully executed, the interviewers carefully

trained, the statistical measures applied and interpreted correctly; an

unrepresentative and biased sample can render the results of any study invalid.

Limitations of Sampling - Somgtimes the information about each and

everyunit ofthe population is required. This is possible onlythroughthe conplete

enumeration because the sample will not serve the purpose. The following are

some examples where sampling is not allowed:

o To conduct elections, we need a complete list ofvoters. The candidates

participating in the election will not accept the resuits prepared from a

sample. with increase in literacy, the people may become statistical

minded and they may be willing to accept the results prepared from a

sample. In advanced countries, opinion polls are frequently conducted

and people accept the results of sample survey unofficially.

o Tax is collected from all tax payers. Acomplete list of all the tax payers

is required. The telephone, gas and electricity bills are sent to all the

consumers. Acomplete list ofthe owners ofland and property is always

prepared to maintain records. The position of stock in factories reqttires

complete entriesofallthe items inthe stock.
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However, probability samples have the following drawbacks:

o Theyare expensive

o Non-response is a special problem

. Ifone cannot list the elements inapopulation, theyare impossible

o Theyareverytime consuming

CurcrYouR PRoGRESS

1. What are confidence intervals?

2. Name the two tlpes ofsampling techniques.

3. Define a simple random sample.
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3.3 METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION

A key activity in any research study is the collection of data. Data which is not
accurate can affect the outcome ofa research and finally exhibit false results.

On a given scale, data collection methods for impact evaluation tend to
vary across a range. Quantitative and qualitative methods are located at either

ends ofthe range.

Quantitative data collection methods are dependent on random sampling

and structured data collection instruments. These translate different experiences

into response categories that have been determined earlier. They give results that
can be easily summarized, compared and gener alized.

Quantitative research is inclined towards testing hypotheses which arises as

a result oftheory and/or being able to estimate the size of a phenomenon ofinterest.

Onthe basis ofthe subject to be researched, the participants maybe given different

treatments at random. Ifthis is not practicaf the researcher maycollect data on
participant and situational characteristics. Ifit is intended to generalize from research

participants to a largerpopulatioq probabilitysampling is usedto select particpantq.

Typical quantitative data gathering strategies include:

o Experimentsrclinical trials

o Observing and recording well-defined events (e.g., counting the number

ofpatients waiting in emergency at specified times ofthe day)

o Obtaining relevant data frommanagement ffirmation systems

o Administering surveys with closed-ended questions (e.g., face-to face

and telephone interviews, questionnaires etc). (http ://www. achm. org/
quantit ative_metho ds. htm)



3.3.1 Interviews, Questionnaires and Observation

Interviews

In quantitative research (survey research), interviews are more structured than in

those in qualitative research. A structured interview comprises ofresearcher who

asks atypicalset ofquestions. (Leedyand Ormrod, 2001)

Face-to-face interviews enable the researcher to establish a rapport with

potential participants and gain their cooperation. In a research, these interviews

.*t iUit the highest number of responses. They also facilitate the researcher in

clariffing *.i.u, responses and assist in follow-up activity. These interviews are

not feasible in case of large samples as they tend to prove expensive and time-

consuming. (Leedyand Ormrod, 200 1),

Telephonic interviews consume less time and are cost effective. Anyone

who has a Glephone can be easily accessed. The drawback ofthis interview is its

low response rate. However, the response rate is much higher than that ofa mailed

questioruraire. This method may prove biased in the sense that the researcher

cannot conduct this survey on people who do not have telephones.

Computer-assisted personal interviewing is in the form ofan electronic

questionnaire. The interview is conducted on a laptop or hand-held computer'

ihe advantages of this system are that it saves time and does not require the

interviewerto carrypaperquestionnaires. Nevertheless, this systemis expensive

to establish and requires interviewers with computer and typing skills.

The commonlyused qualitative methods can be divided into the following

three categories: in-depth interview, observation methods and document review'

In-depth interview

Inthe in-depth interviewing method (unstructured interv-iewing), researchers elicit

information in order to achieve a holistic understanding ofthe interviewee's point

ofview or situation. This method is also capable to identify interesting areas for

further analysis. ln this t5zpe ofinterview infonnants are asked open-ended questions'

Wherever necessary, they are probed, to obtain the data desired by the researcher'

In-depth interviewing is also referred to as qualitative interviewing because it

.o-piir", of qualitative data. Patton ( 1 987: 1 I 3) recommended the following

fundamental approaches for conducting qualitative interviewing:

(i) The informal conversational interview

This interview is similar to a chat conversation. Inthis process, informants often do

not tend to remember that they are undergoing an interview. Major part of the

questions is related to the immediate context. Informal conversational inten'iews

prove to be valuable for investigating interesting subjects ofinvestigation
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(ii) The general interview guide approach (commonly called guided
interview)

In this method, a basic checklist ensures that none ofthe relevant topics has been
missed out. However, the interviewer has the advantage to explore, probe and
ask questions that are ofconcern to the researcher. This method proves useful to
extract information pertaining to specific topics. Wenden (1982) established a
checklist to form the base for interviewing her inforrnants, in a research that led her
PhD studies. She recommended this method useful as it provides the freedom of
probing, as part of the research, without the researcher having to cross the
bourdaries ofthe aim ofthe research.

(iii) The standardized open-ended interview

Researchers using this approachprepare a set ofopen-ended questions which are
carefully worded and arranged for the pu{pose ofminimizing variation in the
questions posed to the interviewees. Due to this advantage, this is the most preferred
method to collect interviewing data andit invohes two ormore researchers. Though
this technique is not flexible, it still makes probing possible, depending on the
nature ofthe interview and the skills ofthe interviewers (Patton 1987:ll2)-

Questionnaires

Paper-pencil questionnaires are capable offocusing on and hence can cover
large populations. They are cost-effective as well as th^., take less time. The opinions
obtained through such questionnaires, even on issues that spark controversies, are
more genufure. This is because their responses bear anonymity. However, this method
too has ;ts own disadvantages. Majority ofthe people who receive questionnaires
don't return them and those who do might not be representative ofthe originally
selected sample. (Leedy and Ormrod, 2001)

Web based questionnaires is the latest technique which is rapidly
developing. It uses tne Internet for its research. In this method, an email is sent to
the respondent. This email has the address of a website which, when clicked,
opens a secure website to flll in a questionnaire. This technique ofresearch is less
detailed and saves time. Adrawback ofthis technique is that it only includes those
respondents who have access to computers. Another drawback is the possibility
ofthe responses not being accurate, due to the hurry with which they are completed.

Questionnaires often make use ofchecklist andrating scales. These devices
help silnplify and quantift peopie's behaviors and attitudes. A checklist is a list of
behaviors, characteristics, or other entities that the researcher is looking for. Either
the researcher or survey participant simply checks whether each item on the list is
observed, present or true or vice versa. A rating scale is more useful when a
behavior needs to be evaluated on a continuum. They are also known as likert
scales. (Leedy and Ormrod, 2001)

Qualitative data collection methods play an important role in impact
evaluation by providing information that is useful to understand the processes of



observed results and assess changes in people's perceptions oftheir well-being.
Furthermore, qualitative methods canbe used to improve the qualityofsurvey-
based quantitative evaluations, by helping generate evaluation hypothesis;

strengthening the design of survey questionnaires and expanding or clariflzing
quantitative evaluationfindings. These methods are characterizedbythe following
atfirbutes:

o They tend to be open-ended and have less structured protocols (i.e.,

researchers rnay change the stratery ofdata collection by adding, refining,

or dropping techniques or informants)

o They rely more heavily on interactive interviews; respondents may be

interviewed several times to follow up on a particular issue, clarify
concepts or check the reliability of data

o Theyuse triangulationto increase the credibilityoftheir findings (i.e.,

researchers rely on multiple data collection methods to check the

authenticity o ftheir results)

o Generally, their findings are not generalized to any specific population,
rather each case studyproduces a single piece of evidence that can be

used to seek general patterns among different studies ofthe same issue

Regardless ofthe kind of data involved, data collection in a qualitative study

takes a great deal of time. The researcher needs to record any potentially useful

data thoroughly, accurately and systematically, using field notes, sketches,

audiotapes, photographs and other suitable means. The data collection methods

must observe the ethical principles of research.

Questioning techniques

A11 individuals are not equally capable to express their thinking and ideas.

Researchers who are more articulate with their questions are able to extract the

rnaximumqualityffirrnationfromrespondents. The latesttechniques ofquestioning

maybe listed as follows:

(i) Clarity in questions

Cicourel ( I 964) reflects that 'many ofthe meanings which are clear to one will be

relatively opaque tg the other, even when the intention is genuine communication.'

Hence, the language used for communicating with respondents should be simple

for them to understand and comprehend. To enhance their comprehensibility to
the interviewees, questions shouldbe easyto understand, short, and devoid of
jargon(Kvale 1996).

(ii) One question at a time

Interviewers shouldnotbombardthe intervieweewithmanyquestions atthe sarne

time. Questions shouldbe put forward, one at a time. This willhelp the respondent

concentrate on single questions without getting confused or fluttered.
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(iii) Ask truly open-ended questions

Truly open-ended questions call for answers which provide the interviewees with
the freedomto give their independent views without being affectedbyother frctors.
Ideal instances of such questions are: 'what do you think about your English?,
'Ho\4' do you feel about the method ofteaching English in your home country?'
'What is your opinion ofEnglish lessons in the UK?,

(iv) Questions pertaining to opinion/feeling questions should follow
those pertaining to experience/behaviour

It is always important to begin with questions which get the interviewee to talk
about his experience or behaviour, before asking him about his views or ideas.
This helps in streamlining the process ofgetting the respondents to express both
clearly with a correlation between the two. An ideal instance of this is asking,
'What happened?' followed by, 'How do you feel now?,

(v) Sequence the questions

Funnelling is a specialized method ofquestioning. The questions inthis technique
may be generic, precise, extensive or restricted. cohen and Manion cited an
instance from a research which was conducted by Sears, Maccoby and Levin: All
babies cry, of course. Some mothers feel that ifyou pick up a baby every time it
cries, you will spoil it. others think you should never let a baby cry for very long.
How do you feel about this? what did you do about it? How about the middle of
the night? (Sears, Maccoby and Levn, 1957, cited in cohen & Manion 1994:277)

(vi) Probe and follow-up questions

Aprobe is done to get more in-depth answers to questions. It is inclined to enhance
the quality ofdata which is collected. It also enables the respondent to know the
level of details that are required. Direct questions prove to be the easiest way of
probing, for instance, questions like, 'could you say something more about that?,,
'can you give a more detailed description of what happened?, 'Do you have
further examples ofthis?', etc. Bodylanguage exhfoitedbythe interviewer, that
may be a simple nod or a verbal 'hmm', hints the interviewee to elaborate on his
answer. Repeating significant words ofan answer can lead to further elaboration
(Kvale 1996:).

(vii) Interpret questions

Du.ing the entire round of the interview, the researchers should prompt the
urterviewee to elaborate onhis answers andvzhere necessary, the researcher should
himselfelucidate the statements for avoiding anymisinterpretations. Kvale (1996)
recommends using questions like, 'Is it correct that you feelthat. . ... .?,;,Does the
expression. . . .. cover what you have just expressed?'. This ficilitates the interviewees
to verifyor refute what the researchers have interpreted.



(viii) Avoid sensitive questions

Researchers should not ask sensitive questions that might provoke the informants.
Such questions are likelyto hinderthe process ofinterview. Cicourel (1964) holds
the opinionthat 'the respondent maywell feel uneasy and adopt avoidance tactics
ifthe questioning is too deep.'

(ix) Encourage a free rein but maintain control

The researchers should allow the interviewees to be adventurous and touch the
topics which are adjacent to the research. However, there should be a tentative
list ofideas or areas which maybe helpful for the interviewee to know. palmer
(1928:) recommends that skillfirl interviewers must be capable to direct the course
of an interview to benefit the interest ofthe research.

(x) Establish rapport

A rapport can be established by having a sense of respect for tli,, '.,iews of the
interviewee, being supportive towards their feelings and givingrecognillon rn thei:-
statements. The researcher can exhibit these feelings by the tone ofhis voice and
even his body language. Additionally, Kvale ( 1996) suggests that 'a good contact
is established by attentive listening, with the interviewer showing interest.
understanding, and respect for what the subjects say.'An ideal interview allows
the interviewees to speak all that they desire, without intemlptions. It gives them
the freedom to speak and think at their own pace.

Observation method in sample collection

Observationalresearch techniques draw the sole involvement ofresearchers in
the process ofobservation. An observation method has many advantages. Tlpically,
the observations display a flexibility where they are not bound by a hypothesis
(a hypothesis is an idea that expresses what is expected in an observation). For
instance, a researcher may carry out observations prior to conducting a more
structured research. These observations would be helpful in preparing questions.
This is called descriptive research. The outcome of an observational research is
considered highly valid. Trochim states that vatidity is the best available
approximation to the truth of a given proposition, inference, or conclusion. The
results ofan observational research are rated high in terms ofvalidity due to the
ability ofthe researcher to collect detailed information pertaining to a specific
mode ofbehavior. However, there are disadvantages in the form ofproblems
associated with reliability and generahzation. Reliability defines the degree of
simulation, an observation can have. observing repeated behaviour may consurne
a lot oftime. Trochimdefines theabilityto generalize,or externalvalidity, as the
extent that the study's findings would also be true for other people, in other places
and at other times. In an observational research, the outcorne may be a result of
the focus on a specific section ofthe population. This type ofan outcome cannot
be regarded as general. A researcher's prejudiced approach may also pose a
problem. Afrequent assumption is that the researcher only focuses on what he
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in commttnicar"' prefers. T'his problem ofprejudice can be tackled by coaching and monitoring or
using electronic means to record the ir,ferences. Thus, on a b,road level, observations
prove to be ofvalue to researchers.

NOTES Types of observations

(i) Direct (reactive) observation

Direct observations allow the people to know that they are being watched. The
sensitive factor is their reaction. A common concern here is the possibility of
individuals resorting to opinions and views that are not genuine. They may exhibit
fabricatedviews. These artificialbehaviourtacticsmayresult out oftheirpreference
to be socially desired or as an attempt to uphold their privacy in relationships.
However, unnaturalbehaviour cannot be continued for a long time.Anyobservation
that extends over a long period canbe capable to qpot naturaltendencies. Another
question that arises, points to the possibilityofthe findings being generic. It is likely
that the sample ofindividuals is more specific to individuals, instead ofrepresenting
the entire population. It is also possible that this sample may not represent the
actual behaviour ofindividuals either (a person may have been in a foul mood on
the day ofrecording the observation). However, observational studies that span

across lengthyperiods usually tend to counter issues related to extemal validity

Two popular methods ofdirect observations are:

a. Continuous monitoring is the activitywhere a subject or subjects
are observed and their behaviour and activities are recorded (either
manually, electronically, or both). Continuous monitoring is a popular
tool that is used by business groups to evaluate the performance of
their worldorce. However, it mayhave problems due to the Hawthorne
Effect. The Hawthome Effect proposes the theory which says that the
reaction of workers to the attention they get from the researchers
causes a direct increase in their productivity. This reaction should be

known to observers. Continuous monitoring is also important in the
field of academics, where it is used to observe the interaction between
teachers and students. It is also important in dietary and nutrition,
where it helps researchers in recording an individual's food intake.
Though continuous monitoring is comparatively a simple process, but
it consumes a lot oftime. It is a sure shot means to get anple amount
offfirmation.

b. Time allocation is the activity in which a venue and a timeslot are

fixed to record the activities ofindividuals, who are not aware that
their activities are being recorded. It is widelyused to determine what
percentage ofthe time is devoted bypeople towmds qpecific activities
(i. e. playrng with their kids, working, eating, etc. ). Fo llowing are the
disadvantages o f this approach:

i A larger sample is required to find a general representation of
the time spent bypeople invarious activities.
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- ii Probing into peoples' private iives may rezult in unkind reaction.

iii Additionally, questions like when, how o ft en and where should
the observation focus are the key areas ofconcern.

A large number ofresearchers have resolved these problems bymeans of
random visits to planned locations at different times.

(ii) Unobtrusive observation

All techniques used for observation that comprise of the study ofbehaviour of
individuals without theirknowledge, fallinthe categoryofunobtrusive measures.

In this method, there is no risk of the observer changing the behaviour of the
subject. One should address the problems pertaining to validity when carrying out
unobtrusive observations. A l-ge number ofobservations are required to be carried
out on a particular representative sample, for the outcome to be more generic.
This is not easywhile aparticulargoup is the focus ofthe obserr.ation. Several
groups exhibit features that are exclusive to them and these features rrurease the
level of interest in them for the research. Therefore, these findings are not v!ir'
valid externally. In addition to this, it is not an easy task to replicate them by
resorting to techniques that are not conventional (non-conventional meaning
unobtrusive observation). It becomes practically even more complicated to
reproduce observations ofspecific behaviors in researches, in case the researcher
is a group participant. Unobtrusive methods may fail onthe platform ofethics.
Concemspertainingto informedconsent andassault onprivacyaremost dominant
here. An institutional review board is likelyto react strongly towards such a research
ifthe subjects have not beentaken into confidence for it.

(iii) Behavior trace studies

As the name suggests, behavior trace studies comprise ofthe activities offinding
things that have been left behindbypeople and working on their interpretations.
These studies may revolve around topics like vandalism or even garbage. One of
the most popular trace-study was the University ofArizona Garbage Project. To
study features like choice of,food, habits ofwaste disposal, liquor intake, etc., of
the people ofArizona, anthropologists and students went throughthe domestic
garbage from houses. It needs to be kept in mind that the highlight ofan unobtrusive
research is that the individuals are not aware that they are the object of study.
Astonishingly, the inhabitants ofTucson (the area ofresearch) were supportive
towards the study, provided their identities were not revealed. It can be easily
visualized that trace studies are likelyto give out large quantities ofdata.

(iv)Disguised field observations

In disguised field anallsis the researcher gives an impression, or actuallybecomes
a member ofa group for recording data pertaining to that group. The group is not
aware ofthe fact that it is being monitored for a research. In this case, the observer
probablyplays different roles. The initial role of the observer is to be active in
participating in all activities ofthe group. Let us understand this better with an
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exarple, Ifthe researcher is a team member ofa sorority and is involved in studying
female conflicts within sororities, he/she would be regarded as conplete-participant
observer. Howel'er', the researcher may choose to keep his participation informal
by limiting it to the activity ofcollecting observations. Here, the onlyreason for the
researcher to get in touch with members ofthe group is to get to know thern In
this case, the researcher is an observer-participant. Ifthe researcher identifies
himselfwith other members ofthe group without participating in its core procedures,
he is seen as a participant-observer. An instance ofthis tlpe ofbehaviour can be
exhibited when one joins a cult but abstains from engaging in any ofits important
customs. Nevertheless, one is still recognized as a part ofthe cult and has the trust
of all other members. In ethical terms, the majority ofproblems are endured by
parlicipant-obserers. Two ofthe important factors that need more attention in
this case are: sensitivity ofthe subject ofresearched and the extent ofsecrecy that
is to be maintained. To sum it up, studies that are carried out in the field and are
camouflaged and tend to give agenuine output. However, ethical dilerrrnas continue
to exist.

CsncxYouR PRocRESS

4. How can inaccurate data damage a research?

5. What kind ofresults do quantitative data collection methods produce?

6. What is computer-assisted personal interviewing?
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3.4 CASE STUDY APPLICATION

The history of a case study research is alternated by timeslots of intense utilization
and those where the utilization does not exist. The most initial type ofthis research
was conducted in Europe and extended to France. This research captured all
issues related to immigrants. These issues comprisedofpoverty, unemployment,
etc. and were ideal to conduct a case study methodology. Zonabend (1992)
suggested that a case study should focus on complete observation, reconstruction
and analysis ofthe concemed cases. He also held that a case study should reflect
the opinions ofthe people who formpart ofthe case which is being studied.

Sociology is that discipline which is very closely linked to case study
research. The era around the year 1935, witnessed many issues that were highlighted
byresearchers inother fields. This eracoffespondedto arevolutioninthe discipline
ofsociology, by causing it to incline scientifically. This was done bymeasuring
research design analysis quantitatively. Hamel (Hamel et aL.,1993) cautiously
dismissed the disapproval ofcase study, regarding them as inferior in their findings.
He believed that the disadvantages of case study had not been tackled in the right
manner. Onthe otherhand, sociologyhadbeenprojectedasanimmature discipline.



The advancement of quantitative methods resulted in a quicker fall in the case
study. However, the 1960s saw researchers getting worried over the short comings
ofquantitative methods. This rejuvenated their preference for case study. Strauss
and Glaser (1967) established a theory of 'grounded theory.'Accompanied by
otherrecognized forms ofresearch, this enhanced the use ofcase studies.

Continuous criticisms of case studies are causing them to lack capability in
reachingmore generalizedinferences. Ym(1993) held Giddens'view, whichbelieved
case methodologyto be microscopic since it did not have enough cases. Hamel
(Hamel et al., 1993) and Yin ( 1984, 1989a, I 989b, 1993, 1994) strongry <lisputed
that the relative size ofthe sample (whether 2,10, or 100 cases are used) is not
able to convert a multiple case to a macroscopic study. The aim of the study
should be to ascertain parameters which should then be applicable to all researches.
This would increase the level ofacceptabilityfor every case, ifthe set objectives
are met.

Designing case studies

Yin ( I 994) identifled the importance ofthe following five components of research
design for case studies:

(i) Astudy's questions

(i| Its propositions, ifany

(iif Its unit(s) ofanagsis

(iv) The logic linking the data to the propositions

(v) The criteria for interpreting the findings

The most common questions of a studybegin with 'how' and 'why'. Defining
them is the initial task that is to be taken up by the researcher. These questions ale
important in concentrating on the goal ofthe study. It is not important for every
study to have propositions. The success of an exploratory study is based on a
stated purpose or criteria, rather than on propositions. The unit of analysis defines
the case. Thisprimaryunit ofanalysis maycomprise ofgroups, organizations or
countries. The most under developed characteristics ofcase studies link data to
propositions and the criteria for interpreting the findings (yin, 1994).

Stake ( I 995) and Yin (1994) defined a minimum of six sources of evidence
in case studies. These six sources reflect the researches ofboth, yin (i994) and
Stake ( 1 995), they are: documents, archival records, interviews, direct obselation,
participant-observation, physical artifacts.

Documents may comprise o f letters, memoranda, agendas, adrninistrative
documents, newspaper articles, or any document that may fulfill the purpose of
the study. To support the research, the documents confirm the evidence that is
obtained from other sources. Documents also help inreaching conclusive decisions
pertainingto events. Documentationmaygo haywire, whenhandledbyreseerchers
who lack experience, thus attracting strong criticism. Documents are the means of
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communication between participants of the study. If the observations of the
researcher are vivi4 they will heS in preventing the investigator from being misled.

Documents that are archived rnay conprise ofservice records, organizational
r.:9..d: lists ofnames, surveydata, etc. The investigatorneeds to exercise care in
vatrctatmg the integrity of the records before putting them to use. Although they
may be quantitative, they may still be inaccurate.

Interviews are one ofthe most important sources ofcase studyinforrnation.
The following are some ofthe forms ofinterviews: open-enderj, focused and
structured orsurvey' An open-ended interviewis wherekeyreqpondentsarecalled
upon for commenting about certain events. This helps inrendering solutions or
providing clarity about events. It may also focus on evidence that is achieved from
other sources. The researcher should not depend onryon one informant or one
source, for data. It is important forhimto check other sources forthe same data.
This will serve as a verificationto check the reliabilityofthe source.

A focused interview is conducted when the duration is short and the
interviewee is given questions that are designed to suit the time frame. Focused
interviews are generallyconducted to confirrnthe ffirmation fromother sources.
This interview is like a survey and can be used in the same way, to collect data in
activities like neighborhood studies. Similar to a survey, the questions are more
subjective and developed in advance.

Direct observation is required when a field visit is carried out in a case
study' It maybe an easyprocess ofcollecting casual data. or formalprotocol for
measuring and recording behaviors. This technique is important as it provides
more information pertaining to the topic that is ueing stuaied. It is even more
reliable when the number of observers, involved in tie task, is more than one.
Glesne and Peshkin (1992) recommended that researchers should be as
unobtrusive as the wallpaper.

Participant-observation converts a researcher into an active particrpant in
events that arc being researched. This is a common phenomenon in studies of
neighborhoods or groups. The technique offers a few extraordinarymeans of
gathering data, but it also has its disadvantages. It is possible forthe researcher to
change the course of events even though he is within the goup. However, this may
prove detrimentalto the study.

Physical artifactis a collective termused for tools, instruments, or other
physical evidence that may be collected during the study, as part of a field visit. A
discovery can widen the perspective ofthe researcher. It should be noted that all
sources do not serve importance for everycase studylt is important to keep in
mind that not all sources are relevant for all case studies ( yfri\ lg94).The investigator
should have the capability to deal with all ofthem, as required. However, every
case presents varying opportunities for collecting data.

There are some conditions that arise when a case researcher must start
data collectionbefore the studyquestions have been defined and,fnalaed (yin,



lgg4).The chances of success in this case depend on the skill ofthe investigator. sampting in Comnunicotion

Another factorto be consideredhere is the advantage ofputting rivalhypotheses Research

into practice andworking on concepts that enhance the quality ofthe case study.

This provides support to a fair approach and innovative thinking ofthe researcher.
NOTES

3.5 LTMITATIONS OF DIFFERENT SAMPLTNG
METHODS

Technique Application/Advantage Disad

Simple random Exceedingly descriptive when it
involves the participation of all
subjects; the ideal

Not feasible without a complete list of
population members; Expensive to administer:

may result in disorder rvhen members are

required to be isolated from a group: the

duration involved may be too long. possibility
ofthe data,'sample undergoing a change

Stratified rantiom Can ensure that specific grouPs

are represented, even
proportionally, in the sample(s)
(e.g., by gender), by selecting
individuals from strata list

N{ore complex, requires greater eifort than

simple random: strata must be carelully defined

Cluster Possible to select randomly when
no single list ofpopulation
members exists, but local lists do;

data collected on groups may

avoid introduction of
confounding by isolating
members

Clusters in a level must be equivalent and some

natr.lral ones are not for essential characteristics
(e.g., geographic: numbers equal. but
unemployment rates differ)

Stage Combination of cluster (randomlY

selecting clusters) and random or
stratified random SamPling of
individuals

Complex. combines limitations of cluster and

stratifi ed random Satnpling

Purposive Ensures balance of group sizes

when multiple groups are to be

selected

Samples are not easily defensible as being

representative of populations due to potential

subjectivity of researcher

Quota Ensures selection of adequate

numbers of subjects with
appropriate characteristics

Not possible to prove that the sample is

representative of designated population

Snowball Possible to include members of
groups where no lists or
identifiable clusters even exist
(e.g., drug abusers. criminals)

No way of knowing u'hether the sample is

representative of the PoPulation

Volunteer, accidental,
convenience

Inexpensive rvay of ensuring
sufficient numbers of a srudy

Can be highl-v unrepresentaiile

The Table 3.1 gives limitations ofdifferent methods ofsampling:

Table 3.1 Sampling Limitations

CrmcxYouR PRocRESS

7. What marks the history of case study research?

8. How many components of research design were identified by Yin, as

important for case studies?

9. When does direct observation occur?
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3.6 SUMMARY

o Sampling as a process is chosen in communication research because it is
too expensive and time-consuming to conduct a research on the entire
populationofpeople.

o The main sampling methods are: probability sampling and non probability

sampling.

o Sometimes there is much variation in each and every unit ofthe population.

In such cases, sampling does not help because sampling takes the most

obvious units of a population. For sampling, a certain degree ofuniformity
within the population is inportant.

o There are two primary methods ofdata collection: qualitative and quantitative

methods.

o Interviews are the process ofdata collection where the participants provide

specific, and detailed descriptive information, pertaining to the topic of
interview. They are expensive and time-consuming.

o Questionnaires are collection of questions that are phrased in a way that the

answers to themprovide detailed information on the topic ofresearch.

o The observation technique ofresearch is the method of directly examining a

phenornena or the topic ofresearch in its natural environment.

o The common types of observation techniques are: direct observation,
unobtrusive observation, behaviour trace studies and disguised field
observations.

o The method ofcase study in a research involves a deep studyofa single

individual, group or event.

o This unit also discusses the limitations ofdifferent methods ofsampling in
c o rrrnunic ation re search.

3.7 KEY TERMS

Prob ab itity samplin g : A sampling pro cedure in which each element of a

population has aknown chance ofbeing selected as a sample

Simple random sample: A sample which is selected on the basis ofchance

Stratified random sample: A random sample ofa specified size which is

drawn from each stratum ofthe population

Cluster sampling: A random sampling plan in which the population is

subdivided into groups called clusters

Accidental sampling: Atype ofnonprobability sampling where the sample

is drawn from that part ofthe population which is the most easily accessible

a

a



a

a

Quota sampling: Sarpling that involves a group ofpeople, based ontheir
demo graphic distnbution

Purposive sampling: Atype ofsanpling which is carried out with a definite
purpose

Snowball sampling: Asanrpling method where samples are selected on
the basis of subjects that have already been researched upon, for the same
subject

Time allocation: The allocation oftime to different tasks and activities

Unobtrusive obsenation: The method ofobservation that does not require
the researcher's intrusion in the researched information

Sampling in Communication
Research
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3.8 ANSWERS TO OCHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1. Researchers have developed statistical means for determining sampling
rnargins oferror which they call confidence intervals.

2. There are two basic types ofsanpling techniques: probribility sampling and
non probability sanpling.

3. A sinple randomsanrple refers to those cases that are selected so that each
element in the population has an equal or a known chance ofbeing included
inthe sample.

Inaccurate data collection can impact the results ofa study and ultimately
lead to invalid results.

Quantitative data collection methods produce results that are easy to
suilnurize, compare and generalize.

Conputer-assisted personal interviewing is a form ofpersonal intenriewing,
where, instead ofconpleting a questionnaire, the interviewer brings along a
laptop or hand-held computer to enter the information directly into the
database.

7. The history ofcase studyresearch is marked byperiods ofintense use and
periods ofdisuse.

8. Yrn(1994) identifiedfive components ofresearchdesign, as important for
case studies.

9. Direct observation occurs when a field visit is conducted during the case
shdy.

4.

5.

6.
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3.9 QUESTTONS AND EXERCTSES

Short-Answer Questions

1. Define sarnpling in communication research.

2. Which are the typical quantitative data gathering strategies?

3. Which five components of research design were identified by Yin, as

inrportant for case studies?

4. What improves the perception ofthe fairness and serious thinking ofthe

researcher?

5. What is the advantage ofthe purposive method ofsampling?

Long-Answer Questions

1 . Trace the significance of sanrpling in communication research.

2. Discuss the various methods ofdata collection.

3. How are case studies designed?

4. List and describe the limitations ofdifferent sampling methods.
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UNIT 4 STATISTICS IN
COMMUNICATION' RESEARCH

Sfiucture

4.0 Introduction
4.1 Unit Objectives
4.2 lJse of Statistics in Communication Research

4.2.1 Basic Statistical Tools

4.3 Measures of Central Tendency
4.4 Measures of Dispersion

4.4.1 StandardDeviation
4.4.2 Chi-square Test

4.4.3 Correlation

4.5 Surntnary
4.6 Key Terms
4.7 Answers to 'Check Your Progress'
4.8 Questions and Exercises
4.9 Further Reading

4.0 INTRODUCTION

In this unit, we will study how statistics are used in communication reseaxch. This

unit also discusses the basic statistical tools, measures ofcentral tendency and

nEasures of dispersion.

4.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

o Discuss the use of statistics in communication research

o Explain the basic statistical tools

o Defrre the flreasures ofcentral tendency (nrean, median and mode)

o Define the measures ofdispersion (standard deviation, correlation andchi-

square)

4.2 USE OF STATISTICS IN COMMUNICATION
RESEARCH

Statistics is the science ofthe collectiorl organization ard interpretation ofdata. It
deals with all aspects ofthis, including the planning ofdata collection in terms of
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the designofsurveys andexperinrcnts Inthe discipline ofcomnunicationresearch,

statistics can be used to extract significant information from a huge mass ofdata.

Statisticians are individuals who are extensivelytrained and equipped with advanced

certifications inthe discipline ofstatistics. Theyare authorizedto dealwith define

and draw conclusions from the information that is gathered. They have the skill to
interpret the meaning ofthe collected data to consumers. Theymake optimum use

of statistics, which is therefore significant in communication. Statistics can give a

meaningful description to data by describing the population or sample, relating

one variable to another, making estimations or predictions, testing hlpotheses and

decidingwisely.

Conrnunication professionals come across statistical datatlntis growing in
a dynamic way. Their task is to convert this data into meaningful fornt, to present

it to the media in a global scenario that is constantlyundergoing changes. This can

be understood clem$ with the following example: for making sure that their articles

are precise and reliable, journalists have to conduct examination of a huge

information database that is associated with economic, political and social
phenomena. This data also comprise of scientific and academic research reports,

public opinion data, academic, commercial and politicalpolls, consumer surveys

and countless other numeric data that are broadcasted everyday. Advertising and

public relations executives shouldhave the abilityto interpret anduse updated

commercial datathatis related to market trends, sales, competitive expenditures,

audience ratings, click-throughs (an activity where a visitor clicks on a web

advertisement and is taken to the advertiser's website) and other information that

is linked to consumers, products, companies and markets. Given the enortnous

demand for up-to-date, accurate and actionable information, it is reasonable to
suggest that statistical thinking and reasoning (Garfield et. a1., 2002; Butler 1998;

Snee 1990) should be considered a key learning goal for students ofmedia and

communication. In a large number of fields, the ability to understand, explain and

thoroughly explain research data has emerged as a key (Gal (2002) and Giesbrecht

1996).

4.2.1 Basic Statistical Tools

Basic tools for statistical data analysis are standard deviation, F-statistics, etc.

Several statisticaltools are available in market. Afew ofthem are fundamental,

some are conrplex and others are customized especially for specific requirements.

Actr-zlly, in the process ofanalysis, the nrcst basic activity is ths comparing ofdata
to validate its accuracy and balance. Byusing some fundamental and suitable

statistical tools, it is possible to extract a major part ofthe information which is
required for routine laboratoryprocesses (the 't-test, the 'F-test', and regression

analysis).

Eror
Error can be defined as the deviation of any outcome, from its real value. Errors
can be ofthe following four types, randorn, systematic, constant and proportional.



(i) Random error deviates between the results which are replicated and
quantified with standard deviation.

(D Systematic enors regularly deviated from the 'true' value, which is quantified

as the mean difference (i.e., difference between the true value and the mean

of replicate determinations).

(iif Constant errors are those errors, whichare not related to the concentration

ofthe substance that is analyzed (the analyte).

(iv) Proportional errors are those errors, which are concerned with the

concentration o fthe analyte.

The 'true' value ofa feature is basically not defined and usuallyhas a comparative

defrrition However, this does not implythat it is not possible to analyse the content

adequately.

Accuracy

Accuracy means the exactness or correctness of the outcome of an anabsis, with
respect to its real value. It comprises of a blend ofrandom and systematic errors

(precision and bias). However, in any circumstances, direct quantification of
accuracy is not possible. It is likely for the test result to be an average ofmany
values. Accuracyindeterminationresults ina'true'quantitativevalue, i.e., which

is exact and has no prejudice.

Precision

Precision is defined as the nearness of an outcome to repeat an analysis of a
sample. It is a factor that is used to gauge the dispersion or diff.xion ofthe mean

value and is often mtiasured in terms of either standard deviation, standard error

or a range (difference between the maximum and the minimum values).

Bias

Bias maybe defined as the activity ofanalytical results, deviating constantly from
the 'true'value. It is anoutcome of systematic errors in aprocess. Bias is contrary
to 'trueness'. However, it is often used to measure 'trueness', which is the

compliance ofthe mean ofanalytical results with the true value, i.e., not including
the contribution ofrandomness represented in precision.

Method bias

Method bias is defined as the difference between the average oftest results, which
is provided bya number oflaboratories that use one technique and a reference

value that is recognized by all ofthem. The method bias 's likely to depend on the

analyticallevel.

Laboratory bias

l,aboratorybias is the difference betweenthe average test result from aparticular

laboratory and the reference value that is acceptable.
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Sample bias

The difference betweenthe average ofthe replicated test results ofa sample and
the ('true') value ofthe target population, from which the sanrple was taken, is
known as sample bias. Practically, in case ofa laboratorythis mainly conprises of
a sample preparation, sub sanpling and weighing techniques.

It is basically assumed to be a set of data that is obtained by repetitive
analysis ofthe same analyte, inthe same sample, inthe same conditions. It has a

normal or Gaussian distribution. The more skewed is the distibutiorU the higher is

the complexity of the statistical treatment. The primary parameters used are the
mean and the standard deviation and the main tools the Ftest, the t-test, regression
and correlation analysis.

Standard deviation

Standard deviation can be calculated as the square root ofvariance (V). Variance
is referred to, as the sum ofthe squared deviations from the mean, divided by
n-l. In terms ofoperatiorl there are a number ofwal,s to calculate variance:

S:

The mean and the standard deviation can be easily calculated by using a

calculator. On a computer, it canbe generated easilywith the help ofa dBASE
programme.

Relative standard deviation

For a limited range, the standard deviation of analytical data does not vary much.
This variation is directlyproportional to the size of such data. The higher are the
figures, the higher ii the relative standard deviation Therefore, to conpare variations
(e.g., precision) itisusuallyeasiertouse relative standard deviationratherthanthe
standard deviation itself

CC
RSD: LCV =!_xl}}o/oT7
Ifrequired, ifis possible to conpute the variance as the square ofthe standard

deviation:

V: s2

or

or

I,i -(I *,)' t,
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case is the two-sided (also called two-tailed) test. There exist no defined causes
for expecting that the means or the standard deviations oftwo data sets are not the
same. However, in case the mean and or the standard deviation are expected to
go in a single direction, for instance, after a change in the analytical process, the
one-sided (or one-tailed) test is an ideal choice. In this case the probabilifythat it
goes as expected is doubled. Or, more correctly, the uncertaintyinthe two-way
test of 5 per cent (or the probability of5 per cent that the critical value is exceeded)
is divided over the two tails ofthe Gaussian curve, i.e.,2.5 per cent at the end of
each tail beyond 2s. Ifwe perform a one-sided test with 5 per cent uncertainty,
this is actually increased from 2.5 per cent to 5 per cent at the end of one tail.

Qriote that forthe whole Gaussian curve, which is symmetricaf this is equivalent to
anuncertainty ofl0Yo intwo ways).

This difference inprobability inthe tests is expressedbyusingtwo tables of
criticalvalues for bothFandt. In fact, the one-sided table which ishas a confidence
level of95 per cent is equivalent to the two-sided table which is has a confidence
level of 90 per cent. This is underscored bythe following observation: If in an
experiment, the calculatedvalues ofF andt are foundbetweenthe two-sided and
one-sided vaiues of F*' and t,uo, the two-sided test does not display much
difference. On the other hand, the one-sided test indicates that the result ofA is
considerably different (more or less) than that ofB. Actually, in the first case the
2.5 per cent boundary in the tailjust does not exceed and then subsequently, this
2.5 per centboundary is stretchedtill5 per cent. This canthenbe obviouslymore
easily exceeded. This exhibits that statistical tests vary in severity. To interpret the
results in reports correctly, it is necessary to always specift the corresponding
statistical techniques (including the confidence limits or probability).

F-test for precision

Since it is likely that the outcome ofthe Ftest *ight be required to make a choice
between the student's l-test and the Cochran variant, the F-test is discussed first.
The F-test (or Fisher's test) is a comparison ofthe spread oftwo sets ofdata to
test if both ofthem belong to the same populatiorq in other words whether the
precisions are alike or different.

The test makes use ofthe ratio ofthe two variances:

Here the larger i mustbe the numeratorbyconvention Ifthe performances
are not very different, then the estimates s, and,s, do not differ much and their
ratio (and that oftheir squares) should not deviate much fromunity. In practice,
the calculated F is compared with the applicable F value in the F-table (also
called the critical value,). To read the table it is necessary to know the applicable
number ofdegrees of freedom for s,, and sr. These are calculated by:

2

F: +
,s2



df, : n,- I
dfr: nr- |
Iff' ,: F . one can conclude with95oh confidence that there is nocal tob

significant difference in precision (the 'null hlpothesis' that s,, : s, is accepted).
Thus, there is still a 5% chance that we draw the wrong conclusion. In certain
cases more confidencemaybeneeded, thena 99o/o confidence table canbe used,

which canbe found in statistical textbooks.

t-Tests for bias

Depending on the nature oftwo sets ofdata (a s, sampling nature), the means of
the sets can be compared for bias by several variants ofthe /-test. It can be of
folbwingthreetSpes:

(i) Student's t-test for comparison oftwo independent sets of data with very
similar standard deviations ;

(i| The Cochran variant of the /-test when the standard deviati-^,; of the
independent sets differ significantly;

(ii| The paired r-test for conparison of strongly dependent sets ofdata.

For the f-tests Equation can be written in a different way also:

Where,

x : mean of test results ofa sample

p: 'true' or reference value

s : standard deviationoftest results

n : numberoftest results ofthe sample.

To compare the mean of a data set with a reference value normally the
'two-sided t-table ofcritical values' is used The applicable number ofdegrees of
freedomhere is:

df: n- 1

If a value for t calculated with the equation does not exceed the critical
value inthe table, the dataarc taken to belong to the same population: there is no
difference and the 'null hypothesis' is accepted (with the applicable probability,
usually95%).

As with the F-test, when it is expected or suspected that the obtained results
are higher or lower than that ofthe reference value, the one-sided r-test can be
performed: if t"o,> t,,n thenthe results are significantlyhigher (or lower) than the
reference value.
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More commonly, however, the 'true'value ofproper reference samples is

accompanied bythe associated standard deviation and numberofreplicates used

to determine these parameters. We can then apply the more general case of
conparing the means oftwo data sets: the 'true' value in Equation is then replaced

bythe mean ofa second data set. if trvo data sets belong to the same population

it is tested ifthe two Gauss curves do sufficiently overlap. In other words, ifthe
difference between the means i ,- I , fu small. This is discussed next.

Similarity or non-similarity of standard deviations

When using the t-test for two small sets ofdata (q and/or n <30), a choice ofthe
type oftest must be made depending on the similarity (ornon-similarity) ofthe
standard deviations ofthe two sets. Ifthe standard deviations are suffciently simihr

they can be 'pooled' and the student t-test can be used. When the standard

deviations arenot sufficientlysimilaranalternativeprocedtre forthet-test nustbe
followed inwhich the standard deviations are not pooled Aconvenient alternative

is the Cochran variant ofthe t-test. The criterion for the choice is the passing or
non-passing of the F-test (see that is, if the variances do or do not significantly
ditrer. Therefore, for small data sets, the F-test should precede the t-test.

For dealing with large data sets (n,, g,< 30) the 'normal' t-test is used

Student's t-test

(To be applied to small data sets (n ,, n, < 30) where s, and s, are similm according

to F-test.

When comparing two sets of data, equation is rewriffen as:

t.ul :

,s:p

S,

Where,

x , 
: mean of data set I

i r: mean of data set 2

s, : 'pooled' standard deviation ofthe sets

z, : number ofdata in set 1

n, : number ofdata in set 2.

The pooled standard deviation s- is calculated by:

(nr-\s? + (nr-l)s1

ry+ nz-2

Where,

s, : standarddeviationofdataset 1

s, : standard deviation ofdata set 2

frtfrz

ry+n2



nl : number ofdata in set I

n, : number ofdata in set 2.

To performthe /-test, the criticalr,,bhastobe foundinthe tablethe applicable

number ofdegrees offreedom dfishere calculated by:

df:n,*nr-2
Example

The two data sets of Table can be used: With equat ions t 
"o, 

is calculated which is

lower than the critical value t,ou(App. l, df : 18, two-sided), hence the null
hypothesis (no difference) is accepted and the two data sets are assumed to belong

to the same population: there is no significant difference between the mean results

ofthe two anabrsts (with 95% confidence).

lsa: lx, -7r1,*=r*u.ro.W

The calculation yields lsd : 0.69 . The measured difference between the

means is 10.34-9.97:0.37,whichis smallerthan thelsd, indicatingthat there is

no significant difference between the performance ofthe analysts.

Additbnally, inthi;s approachg5 percent ofconfidence limits ofthe difference

betweenthe means canbe calculated as.

Confidence limits : 0.37 *0.69 = 4.32 and 1.06

Note that the value 0 for the difference is situated within this confidence

interval which agrees with the null hypothesis ofx, : x, (no difference) having

been accepted.

Cochran's t-test

This test can be applied to small data sets (r,, nr, < 30) where s, and s 2, are

dissimilar according to F-test.

Calculate rwfth:

t_ 
- 

I

lx' - x.-l

'cal /.t3 s^'l'+'
!'' nz

Then determine an'alternative' critical /-value:

,s?..s',tt--L + t2-
*-fltfr,
l. 1 )tab s,' sitr-*-

nt nz
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Where,

tt: t,obat nr- 1 degrees of freedom

tz: t *tat n2- 1 degrees of freedom

The r-test can be performed as usual: if t"o,< t,,othenthenull hypothesis
that the means do not significantlydiffer is accepted. 

-

t-Test for large data sets (n < 30)

In previous example, the conclusion happens to have been the same ifthe Student's
f-test with pooled standard deviations had been used. This is caused by the fact
that the difference inresult ofthe Student and Cochranvariants ofthe t-test is
largest whensrnallsets ofdataare corrpared and decreaseswithincreasingnumber
of data. More precisely, with increasing number of data, a better estimate ofthe
real distribution ofthe population is obtained (the flatter t-distnbution converges
to the standardized normal distribution). when n < 30 for both sets, e.g., when
comparing control charts, for allpracticalpurposes, the difference between the
Student and Cochran variant is negligible. The procedure is thenreduced to the
onormal' f-test by simply calculating t *, andcomparing this with t,ou at df : n,
1n 

-1' tlt -.

Paired t-test

Iftwo sets ofdata are dependent, the paired rtest proves to be a better instrument
to be used to compare, than the regular /-test. This can be understood better by
an example where two methods are compared by the same analyst, using the
same sample(s). It could, in fact, also be applied when the two analysts use the
same analyticalmethod at (about) the same time.

The conrparison oftwo nrethods whichuse different levels ofanalye provides
more reliable information as compared to the methods which use only one level.
The results can be compared at every level by the F and /-tests. The paired t-test,
however, supports different levels ifthe concentrationrange is not verybroad.
According to rule offist, the range ofresuhs should be withinthe same magnitude.
It is wise to consider regression analysis, if a wide range is to be covered, i.e.,
several powers often. However, in intermediate cases, any technique may be used.

The nullhypothesis exists whenthe data sets do not differ, so the test is to
see ifthe mean ofthe differences betweenthe data deviates significantlyfromzero
or not (two-sided test). If one set is expected to be systematically higher
(or lower) than the other, then the one-sided test is appropriate.

Analysis of variance

The ANOVA (analysis ofvariance) is a robust statistical tool. It is used to conpare
the results oflaboratories ortechniques where the inftuencing factoris more than
one. Exarnples ofsuch factors are: different analysts, samples with different pre-
treatnentg ditrerent analyte levels and different nretlrods within one ofthe laboratories).
A large ntunber ofstatisticalpackages can performthis analysis forapc.
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Error or uncertainty in the regression line

The 'fitting' ofthe calibration graph is necessarybecause the response pointy-,

composing the line, does not fall exactlyonthe line. This implies randomerrors.
These are indicated by an uncertainty about the slope and intercept b and a,

defining the line. Aquantification can be found in the standard deviation ofthese
parameters. Most computer programrnes for regression will automatically produce

figures for these. To illustrate the procedure, Apractical quantification ofthe
uncertainty is obtained by calculating the standard deviation ofthe points on the

line; the 'residual standard deviation' or 'standard error ofthe y-estimate', which
we assumed to be constant (but which is only approximately.

Where,

i : 'fitted' y-value for eachx, Thus, lr- !, is the (vertical) deviation of
the found y-values from the line.

z : number of calibration points.

Onlythe y-deviations ofthe points fromthe line are considered. It is assumed

that deviations in the x-direction are negligible. This is true, only in the case where

the standards are very accurately prepared.

Now the standard deviations for the intercept 'a' and slope 'b' can be

calculatedwith:

The uncertainty about the regression line is expressed by the confidence

limits of 'a' and'b' according to Equation a * t.s oand b +t.su-

CrmcxYoun Pnocnnss

1. Whatismeantbystatistics?

2. Name two commonbasic tools for statistical data analysis.

3. Namethe commontypes ofbias.

4. Define standard deviation.

5. When is the paired t-test a better tool for comparison than the normal

t-test?

s:
a

and

nl@,
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4.3 MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY

There are three most commonly used techniques to measure central tendency.
These are, mean, medianandmode.

(i) Mean i

The sum ofthe values divided bythe number ofvalues is known as mean. It is
often called the'average.'

The average ofa set of n datax.:

7-

o Add allthe values together

o Divide by the number of values to obtain the mean

Example: The mean of7,12,24,20,19 is (7 + 12+24+20+ 19) I 5:16.4.

(ii) Median

The value which divides a range into two equal halves, such that one halfof the
values are lower than the median and the other halfare higher than the median.

o Sort the vahres into ascending order. Ifyou have an odd number ofvalues,
the median isthe middle value.

o Ifyou have an even number ofvalues, the median is the arithmetic mean of
the two middlevalues.

Example: The median of the same five numbers (7, 12, 24, 20, I 9) is I 9.

(iii) Mode

The most frequently-occurring value (or values) is known as the mode.

o Calculate the frequencies for all ofthe values in the data.

o The mode is the value (or values) withthe highest frequency.

Example: For individuals forthe following ages-l8, 18, 19, 20,20,20,21and
23,themode is 20.

4.4 MEASURES OF DISPERSION

While measures ofcentraltendency are used to estimate 'normal' values ofa dataset,

rneasures ofdispenionare inportant to desq:fuethe disfiibution ofdata, or its rariation
around a central value. It is possible for two distinct sarrples to have the same mean
or median, but completely different levels ofvariability, or vice versa. An ideally
descriptive set ofdata is one that includes both ofthese characteristics. Numerous
techniques can be used for measuring the dispersion ofa dataset.

Za
n



Range

o The difference betweenthe highest and the lowest sample value

o One ofthe simplest measures ofvariabilityto calculate

o Depends only on extreme values andprovides no information about the

distnbution ofthe remaining data

4.4.1 Standard Deviation

@ Standard deviation is the square root ofthe sample variance.

(if Defined so that it can be used to make inferences about the population
variance.

| (r, - r)'
i=l

(iv) The values computed in the squared terrn, x1 - 7 are anomalies.

(v) Not restrictedto large sample datasets, compared to the root mean square

anomaly discussed later in this section.

(vi) Provides significant ffirmation into the distribution ofdata around the meaq

approximating normalily.

a. The mean t one standard deviation contains approximately 68 per

cent ofthe measurements in the series.

b. The mean t two standard deviations that contain approximaiely 95

per cent ofthe measurements inthe series.

c. The mean + three standard deviations that contain approximat ely 99 .7

per cent ofthe measurements inthe series.

The meteorological department oftenuses standard deviations to help classify
abnormal climatic conditions. The chart below describes the abnormality of a
data value and the standard deviations that distance it from the mean. The

probabilities in the third column assume that data is normally distributed.

Standard Deviations
Awav From Mean

Abnormality Probability of Occurrence

beyond-3 sd extremely subnormal 0.15%

-3 to -2 sd greatly subnormal 2.35%

-2 to -1 sd subnormal 13.5%

-1 to +1 sd normal 68.0%
+l to +2 sd above normal 13.5%
+2 to +3 sd sreatlv above normal 235%

lsysnd +3 sd extremely above normal 0.Ls%

Root mean square anomaly/Root mean square

Root mean square anomaly is:

o Also known as root mean squaae deviation.

. Very similar to standard deviation, except used for large sample sizes

(i.e., divisor is n instead of n - 1) (Devore).

(ii! Calculatedusing the formula: Sn_, = ff-1
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. RMsAcalculatedusingthe formulat 
^S,_r 

:

is the mean, x. is each data value, and n is the nurnber of observations.

The term 4 - x is an anomaly, which is discussed in another section.

Provides similar information into the dispersion ofdata as the standard
deviation i

Often used as a measurement oferror.

More commonlyused than the standard deviation function, inthe statistical
ana$sis of climate data because climate-related datasets are generally quite
large in size, in terms ofnumber ofdata points.

mean square

Is calculated using the following formula:

,1I,, -7)2 'wherexbar

a

a

a

a

Root

a

2,_2, ,-.2
X=rms

xi + x;+...+ xN

o unlike the RMSA or standard deviation, the mean is not removed from the
calculation

o It is acceptable for use onlywhen dealing with large sanple datasets (Devore).

4.4.2 Chi-square Test

A chi-square test (also chi-squared test or 12 test) is any statistical hlpothesis test
where the sampling distribution ofthe test statistic is a chi-square distribution.
Here, the null hlpothesis is true, which means that the sarrpling distnbution (ifthe
null hypothesis is true) can be made to approximate a chi-square distribution as
closelyas desiredbymaking the sample size large enough.

o Pearson's chi-square test is also known as the chi-square goodness-oflfit
test or chi-square test for independence. when mentioned without any
modifiers or without other precluding context, this test is usuallyunderstood
(for an exact test used inplace of y2, see Fisher's exact test).

o Yates'chi-square test, is also known as Yates'correction for continuity
o Mantel-Haenszel chi-square test.

o Linear-by-linear association chi-square test.

o The portmanteau test in time-series analysis, testing for the presence of
autocorrelation

One casewherethe distributionofthetest statistic is anexact chi-square distnbution
is the test where the variance ofa normally-distributed population has a given
value. This value is based on a sample variance. Such a test is not common in
practice because values ofvariances to test against are seldomknown exactly.

NZ,i
i=l

E
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Chi-square is a statistical test which is commonly used to compare observed
data with the datathat is expected to emerge, according to a specific hlpothesis.
For example, if, according to Mendel's laws, you expected 10 of 20offspring
from a cross to be male and the actual observed number was g males, then you
might want to know about the 'goodness to fit' between the observed and expecied.
It would be possible to find out whether the deviations (differences between
observed and expected) are a result ofchance, or are due to other factors. The
chi-square test is always testing what scientists call the null hypothesis, which
states that there is no significant difference between the expected and observed
result.

The formula for calculating chi-square (1r) is:

Xr: (o _ e)2/e

That is, chi-square is the sum ofthe squared difference between observed
(o) and the expected (e) data (or the deviation, d), divided bythe expected data
in all possible categories.

. chi-square requires that you use numerical values, not percentages or
ratios.

o chi-square should not be calculated ifthe expected vahre, in any category
is less than 5.

Calculating chi-square

Green Yellow
Observed (o) 639 241
Expected (e) 660 220
Deviation (o - e) -21 21
Deviation'(dz) 441 441
d/e 0.668 2

x.'= d'le:2.668

Chi-Square Distribution

Degrees of
Freedom

(dt)
Probability (p)

0.9s 0.90 0.80 0.70 0.50 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.05 0.01 0.001
I 0.004 0.02 0.06 0.15 0.46 1.07 t.& 2.71 3.84 6.64 0.83
2 0.r0 0.21 0.45 0.71 1.39 2.41 3.22 4.60 5.99 9.21 3.82
3 0.35 0.58 l.0l 1.42 2.37 3.66 4.64 6.25 7.82 11.34 6.27
4 0.71 1.06 1.65 2.20 3.36 4.88 s.99 7.78 9.49 t3.28 8.47
5 l.t4 l.6l 2.34 3.00 4.35 6.06 7.29 9.24 1.07 15.09 20.52
6 1.63 2.20 3.07 3.83 5.35 7.23 8.56 0.64 2.s9 16.81 22.46
7 2.17 2.83 3.82 4.67 6.3s 8.38 9.80 2.02 4.07 18.48 24.32
8 2.73 3.49 4.59 5.53 7.34 9.52 11.03 3.36 5.51 20.09 26.12
9 3.32 4.t7 5.38 6.39 8.34 10.66 12.24 4.68 6.92 21.67 27.88
10 3.94 4.86 6.18 7.27 9.34 I 1.78 t3.M 5.99 8.31 23.21 29.59

Nonsignificant Significant
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4.4.3 Correlation

Correlation is one ofthe most popular and widely used instruments of statistics. It
is a single number that defines the depth ofthe relationship between two variables.

The following exarple shows how this statistic is computed.

Example of Correlation

This example attemptsto understandtherelationshfbetweentwo variables, heigltt

(in inche$ and selfesteem. Ahpothesis may state that one's height afects one's

selfesteem. For this some ffirmation is collected on twenty individuals (since it is

known that the average height differs for males and females, so to simplifythis

example we use males). The measurement ofherght is in inches. The measurement

of self esteem is on the basis of the average of 10 ( I +o-5) rating items (where

higher scores meanhigher selfesteem). The data for 20 cases is listedbelow:

Figure 4.1 is a quick look histogram for each variable:

Person Heisht Self Esteem

I 68 4.1

2 7l 4.6

J 62 3.8

4 75 4.4

5 58 3.2

6 60 3.1

7 67 3.8

8 68 4.1

9 '71 4.3

0 69 3.7

11 68 3.5

2 67 3.2

3 63 3. t

4 62 J.J

5 60 3.4

6 63 4.0
1 65 4.1

8 67 3.8

9 63 3.4

20 61 3.6

6

5

-4
c
0j
=JF
0)

lr- 2

1

0

FiS. 4.1(a) Height and Frequency Histogram
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Self Esteem

FiS. 4.1(b) Frequency and Self Esteem Histogram

And, her.e axethe descriptive statistics:

19.4105

0.1 8 1 5s3

Finalty, Figure 4.2 is a sinple bivariate (i'e', two-variable) plot:

E
Lo 4.U
rl)
o
trl
().t, 3.5

30

60 65 tu If,

Height

Fig. 4.2 SimPle Bivariate Plot

In the bivariate plot, it should be immediately evident that there is a positive

relationship behveen the variables. This is because if a single straight line were to

emerge byjoining the dots, it would be a positively inclined slope or move up from

left to-righi Since the conelation is nothing more than a quantitative estimate ofthe

relationship, a positive correlation would be expected'

Inthbconte*, whatdoes apositiverelationship signi$sltrnearsthat, generally,

higher scores on one variable are likely to pair with higher scores on the other'

Likewise, lower scores on one variable are likely pair with lower scores on the

other. Oneneedsto vizuallyconfirmthatthis is generallytrue inthe above case'
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Calculation of correlation

In the following example, we prepare to calculate the correlationvalue. The formula
o compute correlation is as follows:

ylry- (rxX>y)

Where,

try' : number ofpairs ofscores
2*y : sumoftheproducts ofpaired scores
Xx : sumofxscores
Ey : sum ofy scores

Zxz : sumofsquaredx scores
Zy, : sumofsquaredyscores

The symbolr stands for the correlation. As per mathematics, it turns out
that r will always be between-l.0 and +1.0. ifthe correlation is negative, we have
a negative relationship; if correlation is positive, the relationship is positive. To
understand the relation of the formula to real data, one can use the formula to
compute the correlation. Let us look at the data needed for the formula. The
original data with the other necessary columns is as follows:

Person Height (x) Self Esteem
(v)

x*y x*x y*y

i 68 4.1 278.8 4624 16.81
2 7t 4.6 326.6 5041 21.16
3 62 3.8 235.6 3844 14.44
4 15 4.4 330 5625 9.36
5 58 3.2 185.6 3364 10.24
6 60 3.1 186 3600 9.61

67 3.8 254.6 4489 4.44
8 68 4.1 278.8 4624 6.81
9 7l 4.3 305.3 5041 8.49

0 69 3.7 2s5.3 4761 3.69
I 68 3.5 238 4624 2.25
2 67 3.2 214.4 4489 0.24
J 63 233.1 3969 3.69
4 62 J.5 204.6 3844 0.89
5 60 3.4 204 3600 1.56
6 63 4 252 3969 6
7 65 4.1 266.5 4225 6.81
8 67 3.8 254.6 4489 4.44
9 63 3.4 214.2 3969 s6

20 6l 3.6 219.6 3721 2.96
Sum 308 7 5.1 4937.6 85912 285.45

The first three columns are the same as in the table above. The next three columns
are simple computations based on the height and selfesteemdata. The bottom
row consists ofthe sum ofeach colurm. This is all the ffirmation that is needed to
compute the correlation. Here are the values from the bottom row of the table
(where N is 20 people), as they are related to the symbols in the formula:

7



N
2xy
2x
2y

2x2
Zy'

Now, when we plug these values into the formula given above, we get the
following (Here, it is tediously shown one step at a time):

20(4e37 .6) - (l 308X7s. l)

Jlzolase rz; - 1r :os - i :oa;ry
98752- 98230.8

20
4937.6
1308

75.1

85912
28s.4s

r=

52t.2r: f,lm@i;j
52t.2

521.2r : 7r!35r4
r : 0.73

So, the correlationfor our twentycases is 0.73, which is a fairlypositive
relationship. It is likely there is a relationship berween height and self esteerrl at
least in this made up data.

Testing the significance of a correlation

Once a correlation has been computed, one can determine the probability that the
observed correlation occurred by chance. That is, a significance test can be

conducted Most it is required to determine the probabilify ofthe correlation being
real and not a chance occulrence. In this case, the mutually exclusive hypothesis is

beingtested:

Null Hypothesis: r:0
Alternative Hypothesis : ro0

The easiest way to test this hypothesis is to find a statistics book that has a

table ofcriticalvalues ofr. Most introductory statistics texts would have a table
like this. As in all hypothesis testing, you need to first determine the significance
level. Here, we use the common significance level of alpha = 0.05. This means
conducting a test where the odds are that the correlation, as a chance occurrence,
is no morethan 5 out of 100. Before one looks atthe criticalvalue inatable, one

also has to cornpute the degrees of freedom or df. The df is simply equal to N-2
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or, in this example, is 20 - 2: 1 8. Finally, one has to decide whether between a
one-tailed or two-tailed test. In this example, since there is no strong prior theory
to suggest whether the relationship betrveen height and selfesteem would be positive
or negative, one can opt for a two-tailed test. With this informatiorq the significance
level (alpha : 0.05), degrees of freedom (df: 18) and type of test (two-tailed),
one can now test the significance ofthe correlation that is found. When one looks
up this value in the handy little table at the back ofmy statistics book, it is found
that the criticalvalue is 0.4438. This means that ifthe correlation is greater than
+4438 or less than- 0.4438 (keeping inmind that this is a two-tailedtest). It can
be concluded that the odds are less than 5 out of 100 and that this is a chance
occurrence. Since a correlation of 0.73 is actually quite a bit highel it can be
concludedthat it is not a chance finding andthat the correlation is 'statistically
significant' (given the parameters ofthe test). The null hypothesis can be rejected
and the alternative maybe accepted.

The correlation matrix

So far, we have seen how to compute a correlationbetween two variables. In
most studies, the number ofvariables is more than two. Let us take an instance of
a studyof 10 interval-level variables, where one wants to estimate a relationship
between all ofthem (i.e., between allpossible pairs ofvariables). In this instance,
there are 45 unique correlations to estimate. We could do the above computations
45 times to obtain the correlations. Or we could use just about any statistics
program to automatically compute al,45,with a simple click ofthe mouse.

Below, a simple statistics program is used to generate randomdata for l0
variables with 20 cases (i.e., persons) for each variable. Therl the program was to
compute the correlations among these variables. The result is as follows:

cl c2 c3 c4 cs c6 c7 c8 c9 c10

c1 1.000

c2 0.274 1.000

c3 -0.134 -0.269 1.000

c4 0.201 -0.153 0.075 1.000

c5 -0.129 -0.166 0.27E -0.011 1.000

c6 -0.095 0.280 -0.348 -0.378 -0.009 1.000

c7 0.171 -0.122 0.288 0.086 0.193 0.002 1.000

c8 0.219 0.242 -0.380 _0.227 _0.551 0.324 -0.0E2 1.000

c9 0.s18 0.238 0.002 0.082 -0.01s 0.304 0.347 _0.013 1.000

clo 0.299 0.568 0.165 -0.122 _0.106 -0.169 0.243 0.014 0.352 1.000

This type oftable is called a correlation matrix. It lists the variable names
(c1 - c10) down the first column and across the first row. The diagonal of a
correlation matrix (i. e. , the numbers that go from the upper left corner to the lower



right) always consists ofones. That is because these are the correlations between

each variable and itself (and a variable is always perfectly correlated with itself).

This statisticalprogramfocuses onlyonthe lower sectionofthe correlationmatrix.

Every correlationmatrix comprises oftwo triangles that are the values below and

to the left ofthe diagonal(lowertriangle) and above andto the right ofthe diagonal

(upper triangle). There is no reason to print both triangles because the two triangles

of a correlation matrix are always mirror images ofeach other (the correlation of
variable x with variable y is always equal to the correlation of variable y with
variable x). When a matrix has this mirror-image quality above and below the

diagonal we refer to it as a s1'mmetric matrix. A correlation matrix is always

synrnetric.

To locate the correlation for any pair ofvariables, find the value in the table

for the row and column intersection for those two variables. For instance, to find

the correlationbetweenvariables C5 and C2,we look for rcw C2 and column

C5 (in this case it is blankbecause it falls inthe upper triangle area) and row C5

and cohrmn C2. In the second case, we find that the correlation is - C. i t5.

So how did we know that there are 45 unique correlations when we have

10 variables? There is a handy formula that indicates the number of pairs (e.g.,

correlations) there are for anynumber ofvariables:

N*(N-1)
2

Where N is the number of variables. In the above example, we had 10

variables, so we know we have (10 * 9)12:9012: 45 pairs.

Other correlations

The specific tlpe of correlation that has been illustrated here is known as the

Pearson Product Moment Correlation. It is appropriate whenboth variables are

measured at an interval level. However, there are a wide variety ofother types of
correlations for other circumstances. For instance, ifyou have two ordinal variables,

you could use the Spearman Rank Order Correlation (rho) or the Kendall Rank

Order Conelation (tau). When one measure is a continuous interval level and the

other is dichotomous (i.e., two-category) one canuse the Point-BiserialCorrelation

For other situations, consult the web-based statistics selection prograflL

CrmcxYoun Pnocnrss

6. Name the three most commonly used techniques to measure central

tendency.

7. Why are the measures of dispersion important?

8. What is the other name for Pearson's chi-square test?

9. For what purpose is the chi-square test commonly used?

10. Which is one ofthe most common and also the most useful tool in statistics?
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4.5 SUMMARY

o Statistics are actually used in most ofthe communication researches that
are undertaken in communication studies.

o Basic tools for statistical analysis are: standard deviation, F-statistics, etc.

o The three most conlmon measures ofcentral tendency are: the mean, the
median andthe mode.

o Three commonmeasures of dispersion are: standard deviation, chi-square
test and correlation.

o The measures ofcentral tendency are not as useful for statistical analysis, as

are the measures ofdispersion ofthe values around central tendency.

4.6 KEY TBRMS

o Standard deviation: A measure ofthe variation between individuals on a
variable

o F-statistics: Amethod of statistical analysis which is frequentlyused to
describe the presence ofpopulation structure

o standard error: The standard deviation of the sampling distribution
associated with the estimation method

o Bias : A term used to descnlbe a tendency or preference towards a particular
perspective, ideology or result

o Method bias: Difference betweenthe (rnean) test resufts, which is obtained
from a number of laboratories using the same method and an accepted
reference value

o Laboratory bias: Diflerence between the (rnean) test result from a pmticular
laboratory and the accepted reference value

o Sample bias: Difference between the mean ofreplicate test results ofa
sample andthe ('true') value ofthe target population fromwhichthe sample
was taken

o t-test: Any statistical hypothesis test in which the test statistic follows a
student's t distnbution, ifthe nullhypothesis is true

o Null hypothesis: Ahlpothesis (within the most frequent context ofstatistical
hl,pothesis testing) that might be falsified using a test ofobserved data -

o Mean: An average ofn numbers computed by adding some function ofthe
numbers and dMding by some function ofn

o Median: The numeric value separating the higher half of a sample, a
population, or a probability distnbutioq from the lower half



o Mode: The value that occurs the most frequently in a data set or a probability statistics in Communication
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4.7 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

Statistics is the science ofthe collectior5 organaation and interpretation of
data.

Two commonbasic tools for statistical data analysis are standard deviation
and F-statistics.

The common types ofbias are: method bias, laboratory bias and sample
bias.

standard deviation can be defined as the square root ofthe variance (v).
The paired t-test is a better tool for comparison, than the normal r-test,
when two data sets are not independent 

I

The three most commonlyused techniques to measure central teutic.rcy
are: mean, median and mode.

The measures ofdispersion are important for describing the spread o f data,
or its variation around a central value.

Pearson's chi-square test is also known as the chi-square goodness-oifit
test or chi-square test for independence.

chi-square is a statisticaltest which is commonlyused to compare observed
data with the data that is expected to emerge, according to a specific
hypothesis.

correlation is one ofthe most common and also the most usefultool in
statistics.

4.8 QUESTTONS AND EXERCTSES

Short-Answer Questions

1. How is statistics in communication research important for advertising and
public relations?

2. What is the use ofthe Cochran's test?

3. which tool is more useful for comparison, when the two data sets are not
independent?

4. How is mean calculated?

5. Define the termrange, in statistical analysis.

1.

2.

J.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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Long-Answer Questions

1 . Discuss the use of statistics in communication research.

2. Listand define the measures ofcentraltendency.

3. What are the different measures ofdispersion and how are theyused?

4. Write a note on the chi-square test.
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Stmcture

5.0 Introduction
5.1 Unit Objectives
5.2 DataProcessing
5.3 Data Analysis
5.4 Presenting and Interpreting Data

5.4.1 DataPresentation
5.4.2 Role ofGraphics in Presenting Data

5.4.3 Data InterPretation

5.5 How to Write a Research Proposal

5.6 Writing Research Report-Component and Style

5.7 Summary
5.8 Key Terms
5.9 Answers to 'Check Your Progress'

5.10 Questions' and Exercises

5.11 Further Reading

5.0 INTRODUCTION

At its most basic level, every research pertains to data. Processing data, as a

result, is the fundamental science of research. However, there is anart to this

science and itrequires anunderstanding that getting the most out ofdata involves

much more thanjust crurrching numbers and nranipulating codes. It takes a strategic

approach that anticipates the best form for the dat4 integrates data from different

sources together and presents the data in an understandable and conrpelling format.

This section discusses how data is processed analpe4 presented and interpreted.

It also explains how graphics are usedin data presentation and how a research

proposal and report are written.

5.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going ttrough this unit, you willbe able to:

o Define the concept ofdata processing

o Analyse data

o Present andinterpret data

o Use graphics in data presantation

o Outline the process ofwriting a research proposal
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5.2 DATA PROCESSING

The word data is commonlyused to rurderstand .information., 
some times large

amounts offfirmation are required in a standard format. Data may comprise ofletters, numbers, equations, dates, images and othermaterial. Dataprocessing is
the activitythat involves a number of structured procedures that make information
meaningful. In information processing, data is obtained, collated, evaluated,
processed, stored and output. This is a result ofthe response to queries or in the
form ofroutine reports. Data processing is the activity where one or more sets of
dataare recorded or handled.

The Bureau oflabor statistics (BLS), in their pubrication occupational
outlook handbook, 2or0-20fl edition, have discusr.d th" topic of ,Data Entry
and Information Processing Workers.'In the handbook, raw data is differentiated
fromprocessed information: the two are referred to as distinctly, with data that
precedes information

I Britannica Concise Encyclopedia has a different outlook. It discusses both,
raw datathat is keye{ into a computer system, as well as processed information
that results asoutput fromthe computer.-

In the language of computers, data processing may be termed as the use of
a software application for working on some nna orinpu t data,for creating an
output' The outcome may range from a multinredia file to an image. or a text file. In
general, kelng in words cannot be termed as data entry. similaity, making use of
a word processor to write a story cannot be called data processing.

Data processing is basically the transmission of data from one source to
another. Thosewho are engaged indataprocessingjobs, frequentlyhave diferent
titles such as, typist, transcriber, data specialist, wordpro*.ro. and kelpunch
technician. Data processing maybe considered as the act of entering monthly
receipts and expenses into. a spreadsheet program and printing a report. There aretwo types ofdata processing: general and computing.

General: is a term that covers activities which are performed on specific
data. These activities arelimed at filtering the r.".r.uryinformation in a required
format. The format may be in the form oidiagrams, reports, or tabres.

Computing: isthe_ activity ofmanipuration ofinput data with an application
program to obtain desired output as an audio/video, graphic, numeric, oi iext datafile' Actually, data are raw facts which can be processed into useful information.
The process ofconverting facts to ffirmation is known as data processing. Inpractice, everyprocess that occurs naturally may be regardJ as an example ofdata orocessing systems. Information in the form ofpressure, light, etc., aretransformed into electrical signars, in the nervous system. This is similar to the
senses ofrecognition like, touch, sound and vision. The interactionofnon-riving
systems might also be regarded as rudimentary information processing systemsl



Theuseofconventionalterms like dataprocessing and informationsystemsrestrict

themselves to algorithmic derivations, logical deductions and statistical calculations

that repeat consistently in overall commercial scenarios.

Elements of data processing

Data needs first be converted into a machine readable format before it is processed

by a computer. Once data is in digital format, various procedures can be applied

on it to get useful information. It includes various processes iike:

Data summarization

Primitive and derived data are summarized to extract evaluated information from
it. This is done to achieve data that is more generic in vahre. Since a data warehouse

has huge volumes ofdata, it needs to have a mechanism in place for extracting the

required data fromthe excess junk. Data summarization gives a generalview of
different sets ofdata to consumers who require the data.

Data aggregation

Data aggregation is the process ofachieving a value bymeans of calculating the

aggregate oftwo or more key chmacteristics ofdata. Aggregation rnaybe achieved

by focusing on different values ofdata, pertaining to the same zubject. The subjects

may link commercial dealings and a de-no rmalized database to the real world and

detailed data resource design within the common data architecture.

Data validation

Data validation is the process of ensuring that a program operates on clearl correct

and useful data. The technique ofvalidation provides for character checks. These

checks ensure the presence of only expected characters in a field, for instance, a

numeric field would only have numbers ranging from 0 to 9, the decimal point and

probablya minus sign or comnas.

Data tabulation

Data tabulation is a method of statistics that gives rise to a mutually dependent

interrelationship between two tables ofvalues. However, this does not determine

a casual relationship between the two tables. This can be studied in a better way
by taking an instance where, in a car factory a two way tabulation may exhibit that

cars that were made on Wednesday had more service problems than those that
were built on Monday. Cross tabulation also finds its use in the analysis ofthe
outcorne ofa consumer survey, which exhibits the division ofpreferences for certain

advertisements. This preference depends on the part ofthe country ofwhich a
consumer is aresident

Statistical analysis

Statisticalanallnis isthe mathematics ofthe collectioryorgantzationand interpretation

ofnumerical data, especially the analysis ofpopulation characteristics by inference

Data Processing
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from sanpling. Statistical tools canuse indicators like mean and standard deviation

to summarize past data. In addition, future events can also be predicted through
the use of frequency distribution functions. With the help of statistics, efficient
experiments can be designed to cut down on the time involved in trial and error
methods. Statistical analysis is also beneficial to double-blind tests for polls,

intelligence and aptitude tests and medical, biologicaland industrial experiments.

Thoughthe reliability fictor varies, everyoutcome is instrumental inpredicting the

future perfornance.
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5.3 DATA ANALYSIS

When data is gathered from a scientific or an engineering sphere, terms like data

processing andinformation systems have awide range.Amore dedicated concept

of data analysis is typically used in such cases. Here, the focus lies on the highly-
specialized and highly-accurate algorithmic derivations and statistical calculations.

These deviations are not cofirmon occurrences in the typical general business

environment. The highlight ofthis context is the free usage ofdata analysis packages

lfte DAP, GRETL or PSPP. The cuhural divergence is indicated by qpecial numeric

representations that play an active role in the processing ofdata. More specifically,

data processing's measurements are typically represented by integers or by fixed-
point or binary-coded decimal figures. On the other hand, a large amount of
measurements that pertainto data analysis are oftenrepresentedbyfloating-point
representation ofrational numbers. Data analysis can be botlU quantitative as well
as qualitative.

Quantitative data analysis: is the process ofpresenting and interpreting
numericaldata

Qualitative data analysis: is the process of interpreting data that is
collected during the course ofqualitative research.

Process of data analysis: includes fourmain processes, i.e., data cleaning,

initial data analysis, main data analysis and most importantly, final stage of data

analysis.

(i) Data cleaning

Data cleaning is a vital procedure which comprises of inspection ofdata. In this
process, effors within the data are necessarily, preferably and possibly corrected.

Data can be filtered during the urtry stage. Once this is acconplished, it is important

to avoid subjective decision-making. The guiding principle providedbyAddr (ref)

is: during subsequent manipulation of the data, information should always be

cumulatively retrievable. In other words, there should always be room for the
possibilityto undo anyalterations inthedata set. Hence, it is emphasizedto guard

information at everyphase ofdata cleaning. Everybit ofinformation should be

recorded and kept intact (i.e., when altering variables, both, the original and the

latest values should be sa'ved, in a duplicate dataset or under a different variable



name). It is also important to exercise care and clarity in documenting all alterations
to the data set, for instance in a syntax or a 1og.

(ii) Initial data analysis

The fundanrentallyprominent difference between the initial and the rnain data analpis
phases is that during the initial phase, any analysis aimed at answering the original
research question is avoided. The following questions guide the initialdata analysis
phase:

a. Quality of data

It is always advisable to make a qualitycheck ofthe data in the initial stage. There
are different waln to measure the qualityofdat4 they are, different t5zpes ofanalyses:
frequency counts, descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation, median),
normality (skewness, kurtosis, frequency histograms, normal probability plots)
and associations (correlations, scatter plots).

b. Quality of measurements

An early check should be made on the quality of the instruments used for
measurement purpose. This is due to the fact that in the initial stage, it is not the
keyarea offocus orthe researchquestionofthe study. The structure ofmeasurement
instruments should match with that reported in the literature.

(iii) Main data analysis

The main analysis comprises ofanswering research questions along with other
correlated and significant analyses. These are vital for writing a first draft ofthe
research report.

(iv) Exploratory and confirmatory approaches

The main analysis mayconrprise of an approach that tends to explore or one that
tends to confirm. The type of approach is confirmed before the collection ofdata.
There isno clarityofhypothesis before the analysis ofdata.Aconfirrnatoryanalysis
tests the clarity of data.

It is important to exercise care while interpreting exploratory analyses. At
the time oftesting multiple models at the same time, there is a high probability ofat
least one ofthem being significant. The reason for this maybe a type 1 error. At
thetime oftestingmultiplemodels, thelevelofsignificanceneedsto be appropriate$
adjusted, for instance, a Bonferroni correction. Additionally, the same dataset
should not be subjected to both, an exploratory analysis and a confinnatory analysis
simultaneously. An exploratory analysis is useful in finding ideas for a theory but
not for testing the theory. When a model is found exploratory in a dataset, then
following up that analysis with a confirmatory analysis in the same dataset could
simply mean that the results of the confirmatory analysis are due to the same type
1 error that resulted in the exploratory model in the first place. In this case, the
confirmatory analysis will provide less information in comparison to the original
exploratoryanalysis.
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(v) Final stage of data amalYsis

The final stage begins u,ith the rJocuraentation ofthe findings ofthe initial data

analysis. Necessary, prefurable and possible corrective actions are taken for

docurnenting the same. Atiditionaiiir, it is acivisabie for specifliing the initial plan for

anal,Vsis of data in a nrore elaborateil way. F or this purpose, a number of decisions

pertaining to the analysis ofdata, may and tnust be taken':

o In tire case cfnc.in nonnals: variables sh..iuid be trarrsfotmed; variables should

be categortzeri (ordinalrdicl'rototnous); the tecirnique ofanalysis should be

adapteci tc.

o Ifthe data is not available: the unavailable data should be challenged or

ignored;the technique of chailenging shouldbe selected'

o In the presence of outliers: the teasibility ofusing robust analysis techniques

maybe determined.

a if the itenrs do l1ot fit the scaie: the question to be asked is whether should

one adapt to the insirumeni of metisurement by ignoring items, or make

sure that they are corr-ipalable u'ith other (uses of the) ntE"*i:ement

instruirrelt(s)'?

o \there the siibgroups a.i'e very sr:rall ul sze: should the hypothesis pertaining

to inter-group -;i;ti;riictrs Lie rjrscaidee'i and replaced with small sample

teciurlqucs. irke eract Ie sts 01'bootstr:apping'?

o lfthe process cfranclomization eriribits defbcts: would it be advisabie for

one to compule propensity SCoreS aud make ihem covariates in the main

analyses?

Cunr:xYouR FIIoGRESS

l. What is dalii iiroce ssing';

2. Whai is Lie"tal

3. Define ctta i ail*iaIicit.
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5"4 trH"ESEF]?,iI!-G AiiIS {J1J?ER.FRE,?.ING DATA

5"4.1 Data Presentation

Eas;v-to-understand tables and graphics wili greatly enhance the readability ofthe

written research report. As a generalruie, ali tables and figures should contain:

(i) Iderrtification nun'iber coffeqponding to the list cftables and the list offigures

(ii) A tiiie ti;at conv*ys iht: coritent of-the tahle or tigure, atrso coresponding to

the list oftabies and the iist oiir5lures



(ti| Appropriate column labels and rorv labeis for tables and figure legends to
define essential parts ofthe figure.

One may represent data that is separaie, or in groups as: Pie charts,
frequency histograms, frequency polygons, ogives and box plots, for example,
surueyresults ofthe ages of students in the adult basic education maths classes are

shown inTable 5.1.

Table 5.1 F-requutcy Dala

Age Interval(yrs) Frequency

15-19 1_?

20-24 15

25-29 l0

30-34 10

35-39 8

40-44 A+

This data canbe used to create a frequencyhistogram as shou,n in Figure 5. 1.

Fig. 5.1 Frequenc,- i{istogrant

5.4.2 Role of Graphics in Presenting Data

A graph is a diagram in il'hich different val.",es ofihc r,ariables are piotted ctr a
graph paper. A graph causes a movenrent cr a chaiige 'r th* i,ariahle over a period
oftime. Data can be presented atti"activeiirwith tlie heip of eiiagrarns. Oiaglan:s
are frequentlyused fbr publicity Ilo'wev:r, thclr are noi cimucir srgnllicercc til
statistical analysis. This etthances the efficienoy of graphical preserrtati,:n, rvirich is

more result oriented. Craphic presentation renders lii* data rnore e i,ibclivc and
gives it more mcanlng.

ABE \lath: illasser

[)uto Protessing

I{OTES
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According to a. L. Boddington, 'The wandering ofa line is more powerful
in its effect on the mind than a tabulated statement; it shows what is happening and

what is likelyto take place, just as quickly as the eye is capable ofworking.'

Advantages of graphs

When statistics are displayed in the form ofgraphs, they facilitate many processes

in economics. The important uses ofgraphs are as follows:

o Data is presented effectively and attractively: Graphs enhance the
attractiveness and efficiency ofpresenting data. Graphs present data in a

form that is easy for even an ordinary man to understand, in a better way. A
graph may be conveniently described as a picture that is worth a thousand

words.

o Data is made simple and easyto understand: Graphs present complex data
in an eaqy{o-rxrderstand way. Consequantly, graphs eradicate the conplexity
involved in statistics.

o Important for comparing data: Graphs are useful for comparing statistical
data. To portraythe investment inmultiple ventures, graphs canbe used.

Through graphs, it is very easy to calibrate the difference between different
investments.

o Useful for interpreting: Graphs are also capable for interpreting an outcome.
Theyreduce the amount of labour andthe time involved.

o Easyto mentallyretain facts: Graphs make it easyto retainthe ficts mentally
for a long time.

o Support forecasting: Graphs make it possible to forecast the tendencies
that are likelyto occur inthe near future.

o Universal utility: In recent times, graphs find their use in every area ofwork,
such as, trade, economics, government departments, advertisement, etc.

o Capacity to inform and entertain: Graphs provide information as well as

entertainment. No obstacle can prevent the in-depth analysis ofinformation
through the use ofgraphs.

. Heh to transmit ffirmation: Graphs are meful in the process oftransmission
as well as information offacts.

o Training not required: One does not need any special training to interpret
the facts that are presented through graphs.

Limitations

Following are the main drawbacks/ limitations ofgraphs.

(i) Limited application: The use of graphical representation is higher for a
common man than that for an expert. For experts, the use of graphical
representation is restricted.



(ii) Lack of accuracy: Graphs are not able to measure the rnagnitude ofdata
accurately. They are only able to exhibit the fluctuations in thern

(iii) Subjectivity: Graphs display subjectivity of character. Different persons

interpret them differently.

(iv) Misleading conclusions: Alaynanwho lacks knowledge or is unable to
understand graphs well, is likely to derive incorrect results from graphs.

5.4.3 Data Interpretation

The process of applying statistical methods for the analysis of facts that are
particularly observed or assumed, from a specific study, is referred to as data
interpretation. This is a very popular activity that occurs within the educational
sector. They are project in the form of questions in tests that help to measure the
understanding of the student, of a subject in question. Data interpretation is

commonlyused in schools, colleges, universities and other domains ofhigher
education. Data interpretation serves as a means to quali$z students on the basis

of their understanding of the subject, in various entrance exams in educational
institutes.

It is very essential for data to be interpreted correctly to excel in these tests.

For students who plan to take up finance and mathematics as their subjects of
study, it holds higher importance. Generally, an interpretation question is made up
ofa chart or a graph. These questions also comprise of data or sets of data which
are to be analysed by students for achieving results. At the time of solving an

interpretation questioq it is very inrportant to interpret the graph or chart correctly.

In case mrnbers are part ofthe dat4 one needs to find out their meaning. Following
this step, it is required to draw a data set that displays the concerned graph or
chart. The data set may be analysed and the outcome should be based on the
analysis. Regular practice is the key to be successful in interpretation questions.

5.5 HOW TO WRITE A RESEARCH PROPOSAL

Aresearch proposal presents a concept that one wishes to pursue. An ideal research
proposal assumes that one has already planned a project and efforts and time
have gone into its planning, information gathering, reading and organization of
ideas. Thus, a research proposal can be considered to be a second step that
fo llo ws the activity o f selecting a bro ad subject.

The actual proposal indicates the anallical questions that one needs to
address. Agood research question is the basis of a good research paper. This can
be compared to a tree whose growth and strength depends on the quality ofthe
root systern

An analytical question can have various forms and it is not necessary for
one form to be better than others. All analytical questions have one common factor.

This factor is their lack ofdescription. That is, an analytical question moves beyond
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the 'what' and explores the 'how,' and the 'why.'A good analytical research

paper will use 'the what'as part ofthe answer to 'the why.'But it is obligatory to

address a question beyond the 'what.' For example, a descriptive paper would

ask, 'What was Gorbachev's policies of economic perestroika?'An analytical

paperwould ask, 'Whydid Gorbacher"s eeonorric perestroikapolicies fail?'As

part ofthe papel, one w'ould review the policies but this review would call for
probing beyond these policies.

Aresearch proposal comprises ofthe following speciflc sections:

(i) The question to be answered. The fact that the paper is aimed at

explaining something should be kept in mind.

(if A short review ofthe literature which should comprise ofthe major

works on the topic and define the subject ofthe argument.

If a theory is being applied to an issue, it can be reviewed before its use.

The purpose is to highlight an awareness that pertains to the issue. This cornprises

ofthe evidence which was used, the theories that were applied and the arguments

that were made.

(i) A statement pertaining to the text ofthe argument/explanation.

(i| A statement that determines the difference between explanatiorl

argument from those put across by other authors. It determines whether

the explanation is similar or different.

If a theory is being applied, one should be able to explain the theory and the

reason for its selection and also the events that the specific theory intends to discuss.

General information on paper

Agood research question is the basis of a good research paper. The questions

should be well-defined. If there are no questions, it is vital to define them before

the researchbegxm. The paper should focus on analysis and not on beingdescriptive.

Therefore, the organization ofthe paper shouid focus otr a question. Papers that

do not address a research question are liable to be retumed without being gpded.

A research paper should be a semester-iong project since it r.vili be graded

in this manner. In other words, it is relevant to consider the amount of effort

expended at the time of evaluating the quality ofthe paper.

Some general guidelines and instmctions that may be helpful are as follows:

(i) The process ofrn'riting a research paper has many steps. The most

cofitmon mistake made by researchers is the lack of time that is

allowed. This slatemhas a minimumoffour distinct phases, these are,

research (gathering materials), reading the materials, slmthesis ofthe

materials and writing the paper. One should start early, most people

underestimate how long the first three steps take. These three steps

also directly influence the quality ofthe paper: they are its foundation.

To write a paper of god quality, one needs a strong foundation.



(ii) in terms o fthe number of citations? one should shoot for around 1 0-

15 clifferent sources, in some combination of books and academic

journals. It is necessaryto look at2-3 sources for everyone that is

actually used, so in the course of researching your question you will

look at about 30-45 separate items. Required readings for the class

do NoT 'count'towards l,our total;however, non-assigned readings

from a required text may be used. The point is to attain maximum

exposure byusilrg outside sources'

(iif There should be four distinct parts of the paper. The first part, the

introduction, should speil out clearly for the reader what the paper is

about and what you w'ill do. This part should indicate the question

what are you exploring, the irnporlance ofthe topic, what the parts of

the papel willbe, and a summary ofhypothesis or findings'

The secondpart ofresearch paper is the literature reviewwhere the major

works on decided topic are reviewed and they indicate what the arguments are'

The tlirdpart is the body, or researches which have beenhave conducted'

And the lburth part is the conclusion, summarvlngwhat are finding and what

answer is to the question need to have been posed. For organizational purposes,

in the body ofthe paper one should use sections to divide the paper.

Sections to organize Paper

(11,

(n)

(i) One has three options for notes to the paper: notes in the text, notes at the

bottom ofthe page and notes at the end ofthe paper. However, in all the

cases. the format should be right.

(ii) The paper should have a title page, indicating the title of the paper, the

course and the name ofthe researcher'

Abibliography in the coirect foimat should be part ofthe papef.

The paper shoul<i be typed with double spaces and regular margins. It

should be spell-checked and tested for correct grammar'

(v) Numbering of pages is a must, with the second page following the title

page. This rneans thut pug. mrmber 1 is the title page, but it is not numbered'

This makes page2 as the first page of the text'

(vi) The font size ofthe writing should be normal (12 points) and ofregular

print. It should not be inb'cld format.

5.6\ryRITII{GRESEARCHREPORT'COMPONENT
AND STYLE

The outcome ofthe market research must be conveyed to the management in an

effective rvay. The outcome of the market research, when presented to the

management, usually cornprises of a report that is fomally written as well as orally

presented.
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Both, the written and the oral presentation are very significant. The primary
reason for this is that in general, the outcome ofmarketing research is not very
easyto define (after completion ofthe study and a final decisiorl there is very little
physical evidence that indicates the amount ofresources, such as time and effort
that went into the project). The written report is actually a documentation ofthe
project.

on the other hand, the documented report and the oralpresentation are
qpecifically the only features ofthe study to which nrrarketing executives have access.
Thus, as a result, the whole evaluation ofthe research project conpletely depends
on the manner in which the communication ofinformation takes place.

Another factor is that the supplier ofthe market research is completely
responsible for both, the documented research report and the oral presentation.
The efficiencyandutilityofthe informationthat is conrnunicated, has a criticalrole
to play in deciding to repeat the use ofthat particular supplier in the future.

There is a difference in the writing style of every individual. There is not
really one right style for a report. However, there are some basic rules which are
common for writing any research report clearly. The making ofa research report
comprises ofmany other activities in addition to writing; to be more specific,
writing is actually the final step of the preparation process. It is important to
understand the outcome ofthe researchproject before one begins the process of
writing. An in-depththought should be givento the subject matter that the report is
to address. Consequently, there are three steps that are involved inthe preparation
ofa research report: understanding, organizing and writing. Following are the general
guidelines that need to be adheredto, for anyreport or researchpaper:

o Consider the audience: The information that flnally results from the
study is very important for the managers/researchers, as this information
is used bythem for decision-making. Hence, theyneed to understand
the report;the report should not be too technically inclined and use of
muchjargon shouldbe avoided. This is a dfficult task, most ofthe time.
However, a researcher should ideallyhave a strong command on the
statistical methods used by him.

Qualitative research also has its own problems. The terms used by behavioral
sciences are different. one does not come across .most of them in daily
conversations. Instances ofthis are: cognitive dissonance, evoked set, perception,
needs versus wants, self,actualizatioq etc. Noticeably, these examples are extreme
cases; most ofthe words, phrases and terminologies that are used a veryprecise
waybybehavioral scientists are also present in everyday speech. However, in
regular speech, these are used with lesser precision or difference. This also gives
rise to opportunities for misrepresentations.

o concise, but precise: [n a way, a written report should be self-sufficient
such that it should be able to stand by itselfand should not depend on
any additional clarification. Secondly, the report should be briefand to
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the point with specific focus onthe critical elements ofthe project. It
must not include issues that are not important. Researchers who are not

experienced are highlytempted to find opportunities to convey all that

theyhave done, to collect ffirmation for completing the research. This

is an attempt to make sure that the audienc e rea[ze and appreciate the

time, effort and inte llectual hindrance s, enc ountered by the researchers

to complete the research. lt is more important for the researcher to

realuethat his/her level of contribution is measured by the ability to

solve the marketing problem and not by the amount ofefforts involved

in the research methodologY.

o understand the results and drawing conclusions: Those who go

through the report expect to see conclusions that canbe interpreted in

it. Hence, the researcher should be able to understandthe results and

interpret them. Besides reiterating the facts, the researcher should also

be able to list the implications involved. For instance, ifthe researcher is

comparing a client's product with that of a competitor and reports that

60 percent of respondents preferred brand A to brand B, then this is

something that describes the results and does not interpret them. This

kind of a comparison does not answer the 'So what?' question'

The outline suggested to write the research report, should include Title Page,

Summary of findings, Table of contents. List of tables and List of figures etc'

Introduction should include background to the research problem followed by

Objectives and then hypotheses. The second step should comprise ofmethodology-

p.o..r, ofdata collection, sample and sampling method to be used and description

of samples.

Findings include results, interpretation and conclusions. The most nnportant

part of the report is its summary of results. This is because the rnajority ofthe

people fromthe management and others who are recipients ofthis report will only
-focus 

on its summary. For this re ason. the summary should be present imrnediately

after the title page, or is should be bound separately and presented along with the

report.

The introduction should conrprise ofa description ofthe aim ofthe research

along with an elaborated account ofthe research problem. This should be followed

by a specification of the broad aim of the research. Following that, automatically

the broad aim of the research can be specified and translated into a number of
specific objectives. Furthermore, this section should also contain the hypotheses

that are to be tested inthe research.

After describing the samples, the key section of the findings should be

presented in a way to target the achievement of all objectives of the study and

testing ofthe hypotheses. As already discussed earlier, it is essential to interpret

the nrain findings well and draw inferences, wherever possible'

Data Processing

NOTES
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Data Processing

NOTES

CnncxYouR PRocRESs

4. What is meant by a graph?

5. What is the advantage ofusing graphs in interpretation?

6. How is data interpretation defined?

f00 Selflnstructional Material

5.7 SUMMARY

o Data is another word for information. It generallymeans large amounts of
information.

o Data processing is the function of identifying, acquiring, checking and
reforming and formatting data into a presentable and understandable form.

o Data analysis is the identification, collection and storing ofraw data in an
organized way so that useful information can be extracted from it.

o Presentation ofdata is the basis ofmany experiments and assignments which
depend on the ability to create and format data.

o Data interpretation is defined as use ofstatistical tools to analyze data that is
found fromaresearch.

o A research proposal is an attempt to convince others about the abiiity and
capacity ofa research project that is being carried out.

o A researchreport is based on and written after aresearch is successfully
conducted and completed.

5.8 KEY TERMS

o Data processing: The process of converting raw data into meaningful
inforrnation

o Data aggregation: The process ofcoilecting and summarizing information
for statistical analysis

o Data validation: The process of evaluating the correctness and accuracy
ofdata

o Data tabulation: The activity of arranging data in a matrix form or in the
form oftables

o Data analysis: The process of inspecting, cleaning, transforming and
modeling data with the goal ofhiglrlighting useful infonnation

o Ogive: Adistribution curve in which the frequencies are cumulative



o Box plot: Abox format which graphically depicts groups ofnumerical data

tlrough their five-number summaries

o Histogram: Abar chart representing a frequency distribution

. Graphics: Drawings which are in accordance to the rule ofmathematics

o Research proposal: Awritten presentation ofa proposed research

5.9 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1. Data processing is the activity that involves a number of structured

procedures that make ffirmation meaningful.

2. Dataare raw facts which canbe processed into useful information.

3 . Data validation is the process ofensuring that a program operates on clean,

correct anduseful data.

4. A graph is a diagram in which different valves ofthe variables are plotted on

a graphpaper.

5. In the process of interpretation, graphs help to interpret the conclusion and

save time as well as labour.

6. Data interpretation canbe defined as'the applicationofstatisticalprocedures

to analyzespecific, observed or assumed, facts from a particular study'.

5.10 QUESTTONS AND EXERCISES

Data Processing

NOTES

Short-Answer Questions

I . Why is data validation important?

2. Whatisahistogram?

3. Why is data tabulated?

4. What is the main activity ofpreparing a research report?

5. Why are research proposals required?

Long-Answer Questions

I . Explain the process of data processing in detail'

2. What are the ways ofpresenting and interpreting data?

3. Discuss the significance ofwriting a research proposal'

4. Write a note on the importance ofa research report.
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